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The LEDaquaris�k GmbH offers powerful and 
natural LED ligh�ng in an incomparably large 
variety of versions. This brilliantly sets the 
scene for your aquarium or terrarium and 
opens up an excep�onally lively and colourful 
underwater, plant and animal world. Of 
course, all our LED bars are waterproof, as well 
as dimmable and suitable for light con-
trol/daylight simula�on.

Due to decades of experience in aquaris�cs, 
LEDaquaris�k offers you above-average 
product competence and know-how. We 
produce our ligh�ng systems according to the 

latest LED technology, whereby reliability and service life are always the focus. High-quality materials 
and components precisely matched to each other, as well as careful processing, form the founda�on for 
a high standard of quality.

Our company is characterised by in-house development and produc�on, resul�ng 
in innova�ve and unique products. These include energy-efficient LED modules 
with water cooling and heat recovery, or exclusive ligh�ng controls with an 
impressive range of func�ons and opera�ng concept (SunRiser 8). Elegant lamp 
housings, flexible moun�ng solu�ons and the innova�ve deLUX aquarium cover 
made of aluminium round off the product range.

Based on the principle of a modular system, you can 
assemble your LED ligh�ng flexibly and individually 
according to your personal requirements and wishes. 
Whether a simple starter set for 1:1 replacement of old 
fluorescent tubes or a sophis�cated complete system with 
daylight simula�on. There is an almost infinite number of 
possible combina�ons, and the ligh�ng can be expanded at 
any �me.
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Important notes on use
We are pleased that you have decided to purchase our products and thank you for the 
confidence you have placed in us. Our products are always manufactured with the 
utmost care and using the latest technology.

Please read all chapters of these instruc�ons for use carefully first and check your order 
for completeness. Please observe the safety instruc�ons as well as the recommenda-
�ons for maintenance and care.

We have taken the greatest care in the development of these opera�ng instruc�ons. 
However, we cannot accept any liability for possible prin�ng errors and mistakes. 
Technical specifica�ons are approximate. We reserve the right to make technical 
changes.

Intended use
Our products and all parts included in the scope of delivery are intended exclusively for  
the illumina�on of aquariums, terrariums and plant cul�va�on in compliance with the 
technical data.

Safety instruc�ons
The purchased devices may pose a risk to persons and property if they are 
used improperly or not in accordance with their intended use or if the safety 
instruc�ons are not followed. Remove the packaging before pu�ng the unit 
into opera�on!

Ÿ The devices can be used by children aged 8 years and above and persons with redu-
ced physical, sensory or mental capabili�es or lack of experience and knowledge if 
they have been given supervision or instruc�on concerning use of the device in a safe 
way and understand the hazards involved. Children must not play with the device and 
must be supervised during cleaning and user maintenance.

Ÿ Before use, visually inspect the device to ensure that it is undamaged, especially the 
power cord and plug.

Ÿ Check that the LED bar is firmly seated before use.

Ÿ The electrical devices may only be operated indoors.

Ÿ Power supply unit, dimmer, controls or distributor must not be placed on 
or inside the aquarium cover!

Ÿ Always disconnect the mains plug before working on the LED bar!

Ÿ Opera�on only with the FI circuit breaker, max. 30 mA.

Ÿ The mains plugs of the electrical devices must not get wet. Connect the mains plugs to 
the mains at a height so that there is a loop in the connec�ng cable where water could 
drip off.
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Ÿ The minimum distance of the LED bar to the water surface should be 50mm or the 
LED bar must not get wet permanently or repeatedly.

Ÿ The light sources manufactured according to protec�on class IP67 can also be used 
inside an aquarium cover. Explicitly not suitable for underwater use! LED spotlights 
manufactured to protec�on class IP44 must not be used inside a damp environment 
or even inside the aquarium cover.

Ÿ LED bars of protec�on class IP67 cannot be opened and must be completely replaced 
if defec�ve.

Ÿ Avoid looking directly into the switched-on LEDs for a longer period of �me, otherwi-
se you risk eye injuries! This applies in par�cular to UV LEDs.

Our products comply with the direc�ves of the European Community (EU) and are 
therefore CE-compliant.

Suspended moun�ng
When installing hanging lights, choose a fastening that matches the exis�ng ceiling and 
construc�on. Our cable systems come with standard dowels and screws, these may not 
be suitable for your situa�on on site.

The right power supply
Only LED power supplies with a 12V DC output voltage may be used. 
Unsuitable power supply units lead very quickly and inevitably to a defect of 
the LEDs - any warranty claims are void!

To determine the power your power supply unit must have, proceed as 
follows. Add the power values (wa�s) of the LED bars to be connected plus a 10% 
reserve. The next larger power supply unit is then the right choice. You can find our 
power supply calculator at: www.ledaquaris�k.de/power-supply

Please also note the informa�on on overvoltage protec�on on page 42.

Commissioning and opera�on

Connec�ng the LED light with the accessories
Connect the LED luminaire to the power supply adapter or distributor, dimmer or day 
simula�on. See graphic on the right for connec�on sequence. Recommended tool: 
phase tester / screwdriver. 

Always observe the maximum load capacity and power of the individual 
products depending on the power supply unit used and the number of LED 
bars. Performance data can be found in the product descrip�ons / technical 
data. Always avoid overloading and incorrect polarity! 



Colour coding of the connec�on cables

Maintenance and care
The following sec�ons describe maintenance work that is required for op�mal and 
trouble-free opera�on. Regular maintenance extends the service life and ensures the 
func�on of the products over a long period of �me.

Ÿ During maintenance and servicing, always disconnect the ligh�ng from the mains. 

Ÿ If necessary, we recommend cleaning with a so� cloth and mild detergent. 

Ÿ Permanent moisture as well as limescale and dirt deposits can nega�vely affect the 
light quality, performance and service life of the LED bars.

Ÿ For closed covers, we recommend using the CleanCover.

Ÿ For light sources that cool passively via the ambient air, choose a well-ven�lated 
loca�on. Complete enclosure leads to a build-up of heat and impairs the service life. 
With closed aquarium covers, the exis�ng openings for cables and hoses are usually 
sufficient for ven�la�on; observe the heat development and create addi�onal 
openings if necessary.

Ÿ Compared to fresh water, seawater is an extremely aggressive medium and only very 
few materials can withstand direct and permanent contact. To avoid unnecessarily 
shortening the life of the LED bars, appropriate precau�ons should be taken when 
using them in seawater. A glass cover on the aquarium is probably the best protec�-
on for the ligh�ng. The water cooling system can only be used in saltwater areas with 
the TITAN extension!

In addi�on, please note and follow the instruc�ons for the individual products on the 
following pages of these opera�ng instruc�ons!

Troubleshoo�ng
1. The LED bar does not light up or flickers. 

Possible causes: The LED power supply unit does not supply voltage, is defec�ve or the 
mains plug is not plugged in.

A failure of a complete LED bar is very unlikely. Mostly, such a failure is due to a defec�-
ve connec�on or cable extension. 

Therefore, please check the connec�on to the power supply/control unit to ensure 
that the terminals are correctly and firmly connected.

An improper cable extension/connec�on can lead to reduced performance, flickering 
or failure (loose contact). 

2. In case of SunRiser 8 malfunc�ons, see chapter SunRiser 8/ Troubleshoo�ng. 3.

3. in case of other malfunc�ons, please contact LEDaquaris�k Support.

Connec�on sequence

LED power 
supply 12VDC 

LED

LED

LED
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Op�onal accessories 
LED spli�er and/or 

manual dimmer
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Automa�c 

light control
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Warranty declara�on
Fith regard to our LEDaquaris�k products, we provide the purchaser 
with a guarantee for a period of 24 months, provided that the 
purchaser is a consumer, in the event that our product should be 
defec�ve, in accordance with the following provisions:

§ 1 Scope of warranty

(1) The warranty covers the LEDaquaris�k product purchased by you 
together with all the individual parts belonging to it, with the 
excep�on of consumable parts such as hoses, soldering connectors, 
extension cables and filter media. It is limited to the product itself and 
does not extend to damage to other property and/or persons. In 
addi�on, the provisions of the Product Liability Act shall apply, which 
are not limited by the above provision.

(2) The warranty is provided in the form that, at our discre�on, the 
complete product or individual parts thereof will be replaced or 
repaired. In the event of failure, the purchase price shall be reduced or 
the product shall be taken back against reimbursement of the 
purchase price, at your discre�on.

§ 2 Warranty period and procedure

(1) The warranty begins on the day of delivery of the LEDaquaris�k 
product to the customer. A prerequisite for the gran�ng of the 
guarantee is that our product has been used for its intended purpose 
and has not been improperly handled or maintained, in par�cular that 
the relevant instruc�ons for use have been observed, and furthermore 
that the product or its individual parts have not been repaired by 
workshops or persons not authorised to do so. Furthermore, the 
guarantee does not apply if the product shows mechanical damage of 
any kind, in par�cular glass breakage.

(2) If defects become apparent within the warranty period, the 
warranty claims must be asserted immediately, but at the latest within 
a period of fourteen days from the occurrence of the defect, with the 
specialist dealer who supplied the product. The statutory warranty 
rights shall remain unaffected.

(3) Warranty claims will only be considered if the invoice for the 
LEDaquaris�k product is presented.

Subject to technical changes
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Order withdrawal and return
Consumers have the following right of withdrawal:

You have the right to withdraw from this contract within fourteen days without giving any reason. 
The revoca�on period is fourteen days from the day on which you or a third party named by you, who 
is not the carrier, has or has taken possession of the goods.

In order to exercise your right of withdrawal, you must inform us (LEDaquaris�k GmbH, Schierbusch 2, 
33161 Hövelhof) of your decision to withdraw from this contract by means of a clear declara�on.  
Please use the cancella�on form at , which is, however, not www.ledaquaris�k.de/Withdrawal-form
mandatory. If you make use of this op�on, we will send you confirma�on of receipt of such revoca�on 
without delay (e.g. by e-mail). To comply with the revoca�on period, it is sufficient that you send the 
no�fica�on of the exercise of the right of revoca�on before the expiry of the revoca�on period.

If you withdraw from this contract, we must refund all payments we have received from you, including 
delivery costs (with the excep�on of addi�onal costs resul�ng from the fact that you have chosen a type 
of delivery other than the cheapest standard delivery offered by us), without delay and at the latest 
within fourteen days from the day on which we received the no�fica�on of your withdrawal from this 
contract. For this repayment, we will use the same means of payment that you used for the original 
transac�on, unless expressly agreed otherwise with you; in no case will you be charged for this 
repayment. We may refuse repayment un�l we have received the goods back or un�l you have 
provided proof that you have returned the goods, whichever is the earlier.

You must return or hand over the goods to us without delay and in any case no later than fourteen days 
from the day on which you no�fy us of the cancella�on of this contract. The deadline is met if you send 
the goods before the expiry of the period of fourteen days. You shall bear the direct costs of returning 
the goods.

You only have to pay for any loss in value of the goods if this loss in value is due to handling of the 
goods that is not necessary for tes�ng the quality, proper�es and func�onality of the goods and that 
goes beyond the tes�ng of the proper�es and func�onality. Tes�ng the proper�es and func�onality" 
is understood to mean tes�ng and trying out the respec�ve goods, such as is possible and customary 
in a shop.

The right of withdrawal does not apply to contracts for the delivery of goods that are not prefabricated 
and for the manufacture of which an individual selec�on or determina�on by the consumer is decisive 
or which are clearly tailored to the personal needs of the consumer.

Return costs

Insofar as you make use of an exis�ng right of revoca�on, you must bear the regular costs of the return 
shipment. This also applies if you have not yet paid the considera�on or a contractually agreed par�al 
payment at the �me of the revoca�on.



Electrical and electronic equipment
- Please dispose of old appliances properly -

Informa�on for private households
The Electrical and Electronic Equipment Act (ElektroG) contains a large number of 
requirements for the handling of electrical and electronic equipment. The most 
important ones are summarised here.

1. separate collec�on of old appliances

Electrical and electronic equipment that has become waste is referred to as WEEE. 
Owners of WEEE must dispose of it separately from unsorted municipal waste. In 
par�cular, WEEE does not belong in household waste, but in special collec�on and 
return systems. 2.

2 Ba�eries, rechargeable ba�eries and lamps

Owners of WEEE must, as a rule, separate spent ba�eries and accumulators that are not 
enclosed in the WEEE, as well as lamps that can be removed from the WEEE without 
causing damage, from the WEEE before handing them in at a collec�on point. This does 
not apply if WEEE is prepared for re-use with the involvement of a public waste 
management authority.

3 Op�ons for the return of WEEE

Owners of WEEE from private households can return it free of charge to the collec�on 
points of the public waste management authori�es or to the take-back points set up by 
manufacturers or distributors as defined by the ElektroG. 

Shops with a sales area of at least 400 m² for electrical and electronic equipment as well 
as those grocery shops with a total sales area of at least 800 m² which offer electrical and 
electronic equipment several �mes a year or on a permanent basis and make it available 
on the market are obliged to take it back. This also applies to distribu�on using means of 
distance communica�on if the storage and dispatch areas for EEE are at least 400 m² or 
the total storage and dispatch areas are at least 800 m². Distributors shall, in principle, 
ensure take-back by providing suitable return facili�es within reasonable distance from 
the respec�ve end-user.

The possibility of returning an old device free of charge exists for distributors who are 
obliged to take it back, among other things, if a new device of the same kind, which 
essen�ally fulfils the same func�ons, is supplied to an end user. If a new device is 
delivered to a private household, the similar WEEE may also be handed over there for 
collec�on free of charge; this applies in the case of distribu�on by means of distance 

communica�on for devices of categories 1, 2 or 4 according to Ar�cle 2(1) ElektroG, 
namely "heat transmi�ers", "display screen equipment" or "large appliances" (the 
la�er with at least one external dimension exceeding 50 cen�metres). End-users are 
asked about their inten�on to return electrical and electronic equipment when they 
conclude a purchase contract. In addi�on, there is the possibility of free return to the 
collec�on points of the distributors, irrespec�ve of the purchase of a new appliance.

In addi�on, there is the possibility of free return at the collec�on points of the 
distributors, irrespec�ve of the purchase of a new device, for such old devices which 
are not larger than 25 cen�metres in any external dimension, and this is limited to 
three old devices per type of device.

4. data protec�on no�ce

Old appliances o�en contain sensi�ve personal data. This applies in par�cular to 
informa�on and telecommunica�ons technology devices such as computers and 
smartphones. In your own interest, please note that each end user is responsible for 
dele�ng the data on the end-of-life devices to be disposed of.

5.  Meaning of the symbol "crossed-out dustbin

The symbol of a crossed-out wheeled bin regularly displayed on electrical 
and electronic equipment indicates that the respec�ve device must be 
collected separately from unsorted municipal waste at the end of its 
service life.

Producer informa�on according to § 18 para. 4 ElektroG (new)
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LED module system: eco+
Great performance, low price!
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The eco+ model convinces with an outstanding 

price-performance ra�o and a huge range of variants.
Whether minimum or maximum ligh�ng requirements. Based on the 
principle of a modular system, the LED ligh�ng is individually assembled 
according to personal requirements and wishes. The system can also be 
expanded, so that addi�onal LED bars, a moonlight or a light control system 
can be retrofi�ed at a later date if required. Only a power supply unit with 
sufficient power for later projects should be considered right from the start.

The energy-efficient eco+ LED bars are available in lengths from 20 to 140 cm 
and in 12 different light colours. This results in an almost infinite number of 
possible combina�ons that make it possible to obtain ligh�ng exactly 
according to requirements. Whether the edge length is 30 cm or 300 cm, the 
aquarium is brilliantly illuminated and an extraordinarily vivid and colourful 
underwater, animal and plant world opens up.

Range of applica�on of LED bars

Our LED bars are ideally suited for use in a wide variety of freshwater and 
marine aquariums and terrariums.

For freshwater aquariums, you can choose from all daylight colours (3500K to 
13000K), special plant light and effect colours such as red and blue, 
depending on the habitat, plants and your own taste.

For the best possible illumina�on of marine aquariums, a wide range of light 
colours is available: POLAR (7,500K), REEF (11,000K), CORAL (50% white, 
33% blue, 17% red), MARINE (13,000K) and ROYAL BLUE (460nm) or 
UVA/Purple.

Which and how many LED bars you ul�mately need depends on the tank size, 
aquarium type, set-up and stocking, see our FAQ and light comparison on our 
website.
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Light colours
The many possible combina�ons of 12 different light colours offer op�mal 
ligh�ng solu�ons for all aquaris�c areas from saltwater to full-spectrum light 
for lush plant growth. 

Colour rendering
The above-average colour rendering of up to 90 Ra (CRI), ensures plenty of 
colour and a lively underwater world. With these LEDs, the aquarium shines 
more clearly and brilliantly.

Illumina�on
Thanks to the almost 160° beam angle (clearsealing) and the enormous 
power, there is complete area coverage and uniform illumina�on. This means 
that even large aquariums can be illuminated with just a few LED bars. 
(Always depending on stocking, plan�ng and your own requirements).

Design op�ons
LED bars emit targeted light - unlike fluorescent tubes, which sca�er the light, 
no reflectors are needed. This advantage and the possibility of individual 
posi�oning above the aquarium (front, back, centre, diagonal) offer you 
unimagined visual impressions and design possibili�es. Experience a whole 
new depth effect.

Curling effect
The interplay of water movement on the surface and the light from the LED 
bars creates a curling effect on the floor, i.e. the light-shadow ripple effect as 
in nature.

Waterproof
Clearsealing - A special produc�on process in which a special high-
performance silicone seals the LED bars waterproof to IP67: UV and 
temperature stable!

Dimmable
Of course, our LED ligh�ng aquarium is either manually dimmable and/or 
also suitable for automa�c day simula�on.

Passive cooling
The LEDs are directly and inseparably connected to the heat sink during 
produc�on. The heat generated can thus be dissipated directly and op�mally. 
Despite the high output, no further cooling is required! This has enormous 
advantages, because loud fans, which in turn would also consume electricity, 
can be dispensed with completely.

Design
Thanks to the very narrow dimensions, the eco+ LED bars can be accommo-
dated even in the smallest spaces. The strips are each only 18 mm wide and 
12 mm high, with lengths of 20 to 140 cm.

Moun�ng
You have a choice of various op�ons for fixing the strips:
Ÿ You use our deLUX or pure aquarium cover and insert the LED bars into 

the light profile.
Ÿ To mount the LED bar(s) in the exis�ng T5 or T8 moisture-proof sockets, 

we offer special brackets.
Ÿ Stands made of silicone. This makes it easy to place the LED bar on the 

transverse or longitudinal struts or on the cover pane.
Ÿ Our aluminium lamp housing is par�cularly suitable for open aquariums 

or aquariums covered with glass/acrylic and can be individually fi�ed 
with our LED bars. It can be used flexibly as a top-mounted luminaire, 
pendant luminaire or as a free-standing luminaire, also inside the cover.

Ÿ With the LED adapter profile, JUWEL and EHEIM aquariums can be 
converted to modern LED ligh�ng in no �me at all. 

Ÿ U-profile as longitudinal or cross support for LED bars. For easy and 
flexible installa�on of the ligh�ng, also inside a cover.

Ÿ If you do not select any of the above-men�oned brackets, 2 screws 
2.9x6.5mm are included in the scope of delivery which you can use to fix 
the LED bar directly.
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eco+ LED bar
Technical data
The following data refer to the variant "eco+ LED bar DAY 5500K" as an example, other variants and light colours differ!

T h i s  l i g h t  s o u r c e  i s 
intended exclusively for 
aquaris�cs, terraris�cs 
and plant breeding and 

must not be used for other 
p urposes!
Photosynthe�c efficiency >1.2 μmol/J 

Further data and diagrams on the light spectrum are available in the 
product descrip�on under ("Data sheet & key figures") of the respec�ve 
LED bar.
*The light measurement of the product was carried out according to the 
scope of delivery in a dry environment at 100% output. The use of 
dimmers, light controls, other power supplies, focusing lenses, protec�ve 
covers or reflectors may lead to devia�ng results. In addi�on, slight 
devia�ons from the test sample may occur due to the batch. PPFD - 
Photosynthe�c Photon Flux Density. PAR - Photosynthe�cally ac�ve 
radia�on. PPE - Photosynthe�c photon flux per wa� of electrical energy. 

Beam angel 120°, effec�ve 160° due to ClearSealing

Voltage 12V DC (direct current)

LED chip service life ~50.000 h

Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000

Light souce LEDs not replaceable due to design.

Switching �me none

Ingress protec�on class IP67 – not suitable for underwater use!

Dimmable yes

Cooling Passive via solid aluminium heat sink

Variant LxWxH (mm) LEDs System output Lumen Effiziency Energy consump�on Ra/CRI PAR/PPFD at 30 cm

140cm 1400x18x12 84 pcs 35 W 3.252 lm 93 lm/W 35 kWh/1000h 89,5 55 [µmol/m²s]

116cm 1156x18x12 81 pcs 37 W 3.799 lm 103 lm/W 37 kWh/1000h 88,7 71 [µmol/m²s]

100cm 995x18x12 69 pcs 33 W 3.499 lm 107 lm/W 33 kWh/1000h 88,7 70 [µmol/m²s]

80cm 790x18x12 54 pcs 28 W 2.995 lm 107 lm/W 28 kWh/1000h 88,8 68 [µmol/m²s]

50cm 500x18x12 33 pcs 19 W 2.076 lm 110 lm/W 19 kWh/1000h 89,9 60 [µmol/m²s]

30cm 295x18x12 18 pcs 11 W 1.184 lm 108 lm/W 11 kWh/1000h 89,0 38 [µmol/m²s]

20cm 210x18x12 12 pcs 8 W 827 lm 104 lm/W 8 kWh/1000h 89,1 27 [µmol/m²s]
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LED module system: PRO²
2 light colours in one LED bar - With heat recovery if required!
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Compared to the eco+ version, the PRO² LED bar is equipped with two 
different light colours in parallel, which can of course also be switched and 
controlled independently of each other, and thus has an outstanding light 
output. In addi�on, the integrated heat recovery can be used if required.

The energy-efficient PRO² LED bars with heat recovery are available in 
lengths from 47 to 135 cm and in 8 different colour combina�ons. This results 
in an almost infinite number of possible combina�ons that make it possible to 
obtain ligh�ng exactly according to requirements. Regardless of whether the 
edge length is 60 cm or 300 cm - the aquarium/terrarium is brilliantly 
illuminated and an excep�onally vivid and colourful  world opens up.

Whether minimum or maximum ligh�ng requirements. Based on the 
principle of a modular system, the LED ligh�ng is individually assembled 
according to personal requirements and wishes. The system can also be 
expanded, so that addi�onal LED bars, a moonlight or a light control system 
can be retrofi�ed at a later date if required. Only a power supply unit with 
sufficient power for later projects should be considered at the beginning.

Water cooling and heat recovery
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The use of water cooling is advantageous, but not mandatory. The tempera-
ture-op�mised aluminium profile of the PRO² LED bar also allows passive 
cooling. With ac�ve water cooling, however, the LEDs are op�mally cooled, 
the waste heat of the LEDs is effec�vely used and the aquarium is also heated. 
The heat energy that is wasted and unused with conven�onal LED ligh�ng is 
used effec�vely with the PRO² LED bar. The system feeds the resul�ng waste 
heat into the aquarium water and thus no�ceably relieves the aquarium 
hea�ng. Further informa�on from page 33.

High-power LEDs
Ultra-bright high-power LEDs are used; depending on the light colour, they 
provide approx. 4600lm/m and are thus about 33% brighter than the same 
number of conven�onal standard LEDs (5050).

Light colours
The LED bars of the PRO² type are equipped with two different light colours in 
parallel, which can of course be switched and controlled independently of 
each other. Appropriate power supply unit(s) and/or ligh�ng control 
system(s) are required.

Design
The LED bar is made of a solid piece of aluminium, which makes it very 
compact, stable and maintenance-free. Due to the very narrow dimensions, 
the PRO² LED bars can be accommodated even in the most confined spaces. 
The strips are each only 32mm wide and 18mm high. The LEDs are 
directly and inseparably connected to the heat sink during 
produc�on.

Further features according to
eco+ LED bars



PRO² LED bar
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Connec�ons for water cooling and heat recovery

Technical  data
The following data refer to the variant "PRO² LED bar SUNSET 3500K" as an example, other variants and light colours differ!

Further data and diagrams on the light spectrum are available in the 
product descrip�on under ("Data sheet & key figures") of the respec�ve 
LED bar.
*The light measurement of the product was carried out according to the 
scope of delivery in a dry environment at 100% output. The use of 
dimmers, light controls, other power supplies, focusing lenses, protec�ve 
covers or reflectors may lead to devia�ng results. In addi�on, slight 
devia�ons from the test sample may occur due to the batch. PPFD - 
Photosynthe�c Photon Flux Density. PAR - Photosynthe�cally ac�ve 
radia�on. PPE - Photosynthe�c photon flux per wa� of electrical energy. 

Beam angel 120°, effec�ve 160° due to ClearSealing

Voltage 12V DC (direct current)

LED chip service life ~50.000 h

Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000

Light souce LEDs not replaceable due to design.

Switching �me none

Ingress protec�on class IP67 – not suitable for underwater use!

Dimmable yes

Cooling
Passive via solid aluminium heat sink
Alterna�vely by water cooling

Variant LxWxH (mm) LEDs System output Lumen Effiziency Energy consump�on Ra/CRI PAR/PPFD at 30 cm

135cm 1354x32x18 156 pcs 55 W 6.804 lm 98 lm/W 55 kWh/1000h 84,4 98 [µmol/m²s]

106cm 1062x32x18 126 pcs 47 W 5.690 lm 100 lm/W 47 kWh/1000h 84,3 100 [µmol/m²s]

96cm 962x32x18 132 pcs 53 W 6.503 lm 121 lm/W 53 kWh/1000h 85,8 121 [µmol/m²s]

75cm 755x32x18 102 pcs 42 W 5.460 lm 117 lm/W 42 kWh/1000h 84,4 117 [µmol/m²s]

67cm 674x32x18 90 pcs 38 W 5.036 lm 113 lm/W 38 kWh/1000h 84,3 113 [µmol/m²s]

47cm 467x32x18 60 pcs 28 W 3.764 lm 101 lm/W 28 kWh/1000h 84,2 101 [µmol/m²s]

T h i s  l i g h t  s o u r c e  i s 
intended exclusively for 
aquaris�cs, terraris�cs 
and plant breeding and 

must not be used for other 
p urposes!
Photosynthe�c efficiency >1.2 μmol/J 



UVA + SKY-GROW
Special ligh�ng, see page 18

SUNSET + DAY
Community aquariums and day

simula�on, warm light

RED + ROYAL BLUE
Effect light colours for day
simula�on, sunrise / moon

TROPIC + SKY
Community aquariums, 

Tendency towards white light

PLANT-GROW + TROPIC
Plant light with TROPIC, if necessary 

with to be supplemented with 
further LEDs

SUNSET + POLAR
Good day simula�on e.g. for discus 

or Malawi and Tanganyika

PLANT-GROW + POLAR
Plant light with POLAR, if necessary 

with to be supplemented with 
further LEDs

POLAR + MARINE
Very blue-heavy e.g. for East Africa 

like Malawi and Tanganyika
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Available colour combina�ons of the PRO² LED bars
The LED bars of the PRO² MIX type are equipped with two different light colours in parallel, which can of course be switched and controlled independently of 
each other. This means that even with just one LED bar, there are many possibili�es for daylight simula�on and individual colour mixing. With minimal space 
requirements, these LED bars provide maximum output, a wide colour spectrum and the op�on of heat recovery. For more informa�on on the colour spectrum, 
see page 15.



RED 
Light colour 625nm

A red light with 625nm. It 
can be used as a supple-
ment to the main ligh�ng to 
promote plant growth, but 
is also very suitable for day 
simula�on as light for 
sunrise and sunset.

SUNSET 
Light colour 3500K
Ra/CRI = 86,1
A warm light with a high red 
component, advantageous 
for planted aquariums, 
possibly in combina�on with 
another light colour. Also 
very suitable when using a 
day simula�on as light for 
sunrise and sunset.

TROPIC 
Light colour 4500K
Ra/CRI = 88,7
A warm, tropical light, 
advantageous for planted 
aquariums. In addi�on, the 
TROPIC offers high 
brightness with good colour 
rendering.

DAY 
Light colour 5500K
Ra/CRI = 89,1
A pleasant pure white light, 
very close to nature, like on 
a sunny day with a cloudless 
sky. Very well suited for 
general main ligh�ng.

SKY 
Light colour 6500K
Ra/CRI = 87,6
A very bright, neutral white 
light with a slight blue �nt. 
Highest colour rendering 
and good combina�on 
possibili�es with other light 
colours.

Available light colours:  Further comparison photos and data at: www.ledaquaris�k.de/Lichtvergleich
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POLAR
Light colour 7500K
Ra/CRI = 85,8
A cool white-blue light, yet 
very natural. Mostly the first 
choice for the main ligh�ng 
of East African aquariums 
(Malawi/Tanganyika).

REEF
Light colour 11000K

A light with an increased 
blue component, which is 
also in freshwater (increased 
depth effect). 

CORAL
Light colour MIX

CORAL is a mix of different 
colours, interes�ng for 
general colour support or 
for marine aquaris�cs: 50% 
white 11,000K, 33% blue 
460nm and 17% red 625nm.

MARINE
Light colour 13000K

An ice-cold light with a high 
blue component. O�en used 
for Tanganyika, Frontosa or 
seawater.

ROYAL BLUE
Light colour 460nm

A blue light at a wavelength 
of 460nm, usable e.g. as 
moonlight or in marine 
applica�ons.

16



Plant light GROWx5 and PLANT-GROW
These light colours are an innova�on in LED aquaris�cs and are used in our 
eco+, PRO² and aquaLUMix products.

GROWx5 is a unique light composi�on of 5 different wavelengths that 
promote op�mal photosynthesis and healthy plant growth. Essen�ally, a 
balanced propor�on of blue and red light spectrum is responsible for this, 
supplemented by three other specially matched colour spectra: green, orange 
and ultra-red.

In contrast to the GROWx5, the PLANT-GROW combines these light spectra 
in just one chip. Thus, the PLANT-GROW is more discreet (less colourful), but 
also somewhat less specialised, but produces a brighter and more even light 
compared to the GROWx5. 

Both versions are designed more as op�onal light in combina�on with other 
"white" light colours, as these light colours appear slightly purple/violet on 
their own. Thus, this special LED plant light is comparable to the well-known 
and universally popular GROLUX fluorescent tube. The overall colourfulness 
of the aquarium is enhanced.

The colour spectra in detail:

Red and ultra-red - For op�mal photosynthesis, both red and ultra-red must 
be available to the plant. A high red and a compara�vely low blue content 
ensure magnificent plant growth. 

Blue light is ideal for the growth phase and ensures lush green with strong, 
compact growth. Exclusively blue light, on the other hand, causes the plant to 
become stunted. The more light components from the blue-violet and blue 
spectrum, the larger the leaves will grow.

Green - A widespread assump�on is that green and  are absorbed by orange
the plant only slightly or not at all. The green light would be reflected by the 
leaves and give them their green colour. However, recent studies show that 
plants absorb the majority of wavelengths in the green range through 
carotenoids and other auxiliary pigments, thus significantly enhancing 
photosynthesis.

Working principle of GROWx5 and PLANT-GROW
Photosynthesis is the process that plants use to extract energy from sun-
light and eventually grow. The absorp�on spectrum, i.e. the plant's light 
uptake, shows that photosynthesis is primarily determined by blue and red 
wavelengths. However, a broader light spectrum is much more effec�ve 
than a narrow-band 
light spectrum with 
only blue and red. For 
this reason, GROWx5 
and the PLANT-GROW 
go one step further.

17 GROWx5

GROWx5 PLANT-GROW



This LED bar with its highly specialised light colours was developed for advanced 
users. Two independently controllable channels with UV light on the one hand 
and SKY-GROW light on the other make it an extraordinary full-spectrum lamp 
whose mixing ra�o can be adjusted to the situa�on by light control. The UVA / 
SKY-GROW should never be used as the sole light source. Ultraviolet light 
should be used as supplementary ligh�ng and serves to fine-tune the light 
spectrum as well as for targeted and coordinated growth promo�on. 

Plants
Adding moderate amounts of ultraviolet light to the ligh�ng signals to the plant 
that it is now receiving intensive light. It reacts by synthesising photolyase, i.e. by 
producing enzymes, proteins and amino acids that are supposed to protect it 
from UV damage ("sunburn"). The leaf becomes thicker and smaller, the growth 
becomes more compact and concentrated, as the energy supplied is used to 
produce the sun protec�on instead of rapid growth. This protec�ve reac�on 
already shows that UV light should be well dosed. 

UVA  
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SKY-GROW

UVA / SKY-GROW as PRO² LED bar: UV light + plant light = full spectrum 2.0
Corals
Sunlight is elementary for the corals' food supply, which is why they live in 
rela�vely shallow water and are exposed to UVA and UVB light. Unlike 
conven�onal HQI lamps, the UVA output of our UV LEDs can be controlled, 
poten�ally harmful UVB and UVC is not present. By using UV LEDs at the edge 
of the visible range with a wavelength of 385nm to 400nm, just enough UV 
radia�on is generated to produce a bluish-purple light that causes the corals to 
fluoresce and s�mulates and op�mises photosynthesis within the corals.

Tips for use: Glass or acrylic covers can filter out the UV light. Our CleanCovers 
are UV-transmissive, but the ageing process is accelerated.
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With our spotBEAM LED spotlights, you can set special accents. 
These small (10x12cm) and versa�le luminaires are suitable for small to large aquariums 
for full illumina�on or spot ligh�ng, depending on the number. 

Available light colours
The spotBEAM is equipped with a unique 3-channel COB LED chip that has been op�mised 
for daylight simula�on and dimming control. Thus, the powerful channel 1 provides sufficient 
light for main illumina�on, channel 2 a red-heavy light for sunrise and sunset and channel 3 a 
strong blue-heavy light as moonlight. (SEAWATER differs)
The 3 different light composi�ons PLANT MIX, AFRICAN-SUN and SEAWATER are available 
for selec�on according to their intended use:
PLANT MIX has a light spectrum that supports op�mal plant growth and emits a so�, tropical 
light. 
AFRICAN-SUN exquisitely emphasises the tones that are predominant in cichlid aquariums. 
SEAWATER op�mised for marine aquariums with UV/Purple and ROYAL BLUE LEDs. 

The full spectrum LED spot

Solid + passive heat sink 
for silent opera�on

Available in the housing
colours black and silver ma�.

Changeable 
Lens

VIDEO

SCAN ME!
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Especially when 
all 3 channels 
are  operated 

simultaneously at full power, the 
surface temperature of the cooling or 
lamp body increases. Cau�on when 
touching! Before cleaning and 
maintenance work, switch off the 
device and disconnect it from the 
mains. Never cover the luminaire 
with objects and make sure that there 
is always sufficient heat exchange in 
any case.

Moun�ng op�ons
The spotBEAM can either be used with a separately available gooseneck for moun�ng (clamps) 
on the edge of the aquarium. Or integrated and in combina�on with all moun�ng solu�ons such 
as the deLUX and pure covers, lamp housings, adapter profiles and U-profiles. 
Thanks to the compact and sophis�cated design, several spotBEAMs can also be mounted one 
behind the other; the individual cables are routed laterally in the recesses provided in the lamp 
bodies. See photos on the right.

Ligh�ng control
To make the best possible use of the spotBEAM's full performance range, we recommend using 
one of our ligh�ng controls, e.g. SunRiser 4+ or SunRiser 8. This way, the brightness of each 
individual channel and the resul�ng colour mixture of the en�re lamp can be adjusted 
individually. There are almost infinite possibili�es thanks to the infinitely variable SunRiser light 
controls. 

Scope of delivery
Ÿ spotBEAM LED spotlight, in light colour and housing colour of your choice 
Ÿ Cable length 250cm
Ÿ Glass lens with 90° beam angle included, other lenses (40°, 60°, 120°) available separately.

A power supply unit and light control must be ordered separately according to the number and 
scope of the ligh�ng.

Photos show optional accessories

T h i s  l i g h t  s o u r c e  i s 
intended exclusively for 
aquaris�cs, terraris�cs 
and plant breeding and 

must not be used for other 
p urposes!
Photosynthe�c efficiency >1.2 μmol/J 

Technical data
Ÿ Chip: COB
Ÿ Voltage: 12V DC (direct current)
Ÿ LED chip life: ~50,000 hours
Ÿ Switching cycles un�l premature failure: ~100,000
Ÿ LEDs not replaceable due to design
Ÿ Switch on �me: none
Ÿ Connec�on cable approx. 250cm (6x 0,50mm²)
Ÿ Connec�ons to further accessories will be delivered 

according to the scope of order
Ÿ Protec�on class: IP67 not suitable for underwater use!
Ÿ Dimmable: yes



AFRICAN-SUN
Lumen Outpu/consump�on Efficiency

3.463 lm 26  W  =  26  kWh/1000h 134 lm/W

Channel  1  (main  light) Channel 2 (moon light) Channel  3  (sun)

Power Light  colour Power Light  colour Power Light  colour

15 W 8.000K 78 W 465nm / 12.000K 2:1 8 W 2.700K  /  630nm  2:1

SEAWATER
Lumen Output/consump�on Efficiency

1.549 lm 27  W  =  27  kWh/1000h 58 lm/W

 Channel  1  (main  light) Channel 2 Channel  3

Power Light  colour Power Light  colour Power Light  colour

11 W 20.000K 12 W 465nm 8 W 405, 450, 425nm

 PLANT  MIX
Lumen Output/consump�on Efficiency

3.543 lm 26W  = 26  kWh/1000h 137 lm/W

Channel  1  (main  light) Channel 2 (moon light) Channel  3  (sun)

Power Light  colour Power Light  colour Power Light  colour

15 W 6.000K 7 W 465nm / 12.000K 2:1 8 W 2.700K  /  630nm  2:1

Technical  data

LED
Full spectrum



Op�onal spotBEAM accessories

Moun�ng set "Gooseneck 
for moun�ng e.g. on the edge of glass

In heavy, stable design. 
Suitable for glass thicknesses of up to 10mm 
with ver�cal or horizontal moun�ng.
Length gooseneck: 485mm
Materials: 
Gooseneck steel, silicone coated.
Clamping piece anodised aluminium
Clamping screw plas�c (nylon)
When moun�ng, the short thread of the 
gooseneck goes to the spotBEAM, the long 
thread to the clamping piece.
The cable is fed through the gooseneck!

Alterna�ve glass lenses 

If required, the 90° lens included in the standard scope of delivery can be replaced by an
alterna�ve lens with a beam angle of 40°, 60° or 120°.
Tip: The smaller the beam angle, the stronger the curling effect. The larger the
The larger the beam angle, the more homogeneous the effect of the different light colours.

22
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a ua xLU. . . .. . . .. . . ... . .. .
Top-quality LED compact light

LED
Full spectrum

VIDEO

SCAN ME!



aquaLUMix - our new, top-quality compact light.

The ques�on as to the best choice of colour no longer arises with aquaLUMix as, based on years of experience, we've already equipped these compact lights 
with op�mum light combina�ons. We offer 4 ready-configured lights for freshwater and seawater aquariums in a choice of 7 lengths, from 24 to 144cm. In the 
case of aquariums of over 144cm in length, two lights are simply combined together.
The aquaLUMix are op�mized for the use of a light control and every varia�on is equipped with 4 separately controllable light channels, thus offering 
incomparable ligh�ng op�ons. Depending on the inhabitants and set-up as well as personal taste, you can choose one of 4 colour combina�ons - a fi�ng 
solu�on for every area:

Ÿ  - Clear, bright colours for outstanding colour rendering, without being detrimental to plant growth. FRESHWATER
(e.g. for the classic company aquarium)

Ÿ  - A bright, tropical light with a focus on op�mum plant growth, including Grow LEDs. AMAZON GROW
(e.g. for thickly-planted aquariums or terrariums)

Ÿ - A higher propor�on of blue in the day�me light, AFRICAN SUN 
augmented by a colour-intensifying light composi�on. 
(e.g. for cichlid aquarium with Malawis or Tanganyikas)

Ÿ  - Basically, a high propor�on of blue with white and SEAWATER
blue light, with addi�onal special colours like red, 
violet and ultraviolet. (For seawater aquariums)

Integrated moun�ng

4 separately controllable colour channels

Available in 24, 34, 54, 74, 89 
115 and 144cm length
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Light output
The aquaLUMix uses our proven high-power LEDs of the latest genera�on, which promise a very 
reliable and long-las�ng func�on. Our many years of experience with the module system of the 
eco+ and PRO² LED bars have been fully incorporated into the development of this new lamp. 
Depending on the length, the aquaLUMix is equipped with up to 498 individual LEDs and 
provides more light than any other aquarium light available on the market. The concept of the 
lamp rules out total failure, so as long as there is power available, there is always light.

Water cooling & heat recovery
The use of water cooling is advantageous, but not mandatory. The temperature-op�mised 
aluminium profile also allows passive cooling. With ac�ve water cooling, however, the LEDs are 
cooled op�mally, the waste heat of the LEDs is used effec�vely and the aquarium is also heated. 
See page 33.
Whether ac�ve or only passively cooled - either way the aquaLUMix is absolutely silent in 
opera�on!

Illumina�on
The op�cally op�mised CleanCover not only protects the LED technology, it also increases the 
beam angle of the luminaire to up to 180°. Due to this and the enormous power, even large 
aquariums can be illuminated effortlessly. In addi�on, LEDs and CleanCover create the natural 
curling effect on the aquarium floor (light/wave play), as expected from top ligh�ng.

Moun�ng / Assembly
The aquaLUMix comes with an adjustable bracket for hanging or standing the luminaire. 
Op�onally, further bracket moun�ngs are available to use the aquaLUMix as a top-mounted 
luminaire or pendant luminaire.
The lateral blue moun�ng brackets with holes are also suitable for individual moun�ng.
In addi�on, the aquaLUMix is compa�ble with the deLUX aquarium cover as well as with our 
stylish lamp housing in the colours black and silver for use as a pendant, floor-mounted or top-
mounted luminaire. Of course, the LEDaquaris�k adapter profiles for JUWEL and EHEIM 
aquariums can also be used for moun�ng the aquaLUMix lamp.
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Side-mounted lamp

Suspended lamp

Standard



8

Dimming and simula�on

Of course, the aquaLUMix can be dimmed without restric�on and has 4 
separately controllable channels for the main ligh�ng including 
integrated effect colours to simulate e.g. moonlight and sunrise and 
sunset. 

To make the most of the aquaLUMix's full range of features, we 
recommend using one of our ligh�ng controllers, e.g. SunRiser 4+ or 
SunRiser 8, so that the brightness of each individual channel and the 
resul�ng colour mix of the en�re lamp can be adjusted individually. 
There are almost infinite possibili�es thanks to the infinitely variable 
SunRiser light controls. 

Alterna�vely, our manual 6-channel dimmer DIMIX6 offers the 
possibility of infinitely variable dimming and mixing of light colours via 
slider.

Whether automa�c SunRiser light control or manual DIMIX6 dimmer 
- the dimming curve is always stepless, flicker- and jerk-free.

DIMIX6 page 44 SunRiser 4+ page 78
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Quality

The imposing and solid aluminium lamp body has a high-quality finish and shows its value 
through its weight alone. At the same �me, the aquaLUMix is slim and unobtrusive in its 
dimensions. All aluminium parts of the lamp are anodised and thus have the best surface 
protec�on. All other screws, moun�ng parts and brackets are made of rustproof V4A 
stainless steel.

The LEDs are sealed water�ght inside the lamp by ClearSealing: UV and temperature stable! 
This means that the aquaLUMix will survive even accidental submersion in water without 
damage.

The already mounted CleanCover is a splash guard made of highly transparent, ultra-thin and 
impact-resistant plas�c. It addi�onally protects the aquaLUMix from limescale and dirt 
deposits and is very easy to clean.

The connec�on cable is a par�cularly high-quality and rubberised 8-core flat cable with a 
length of 250cm. (2 cores +/- per channel)

Also available as complete set incl. power supply unit and light control.

27

250cm cable

Massive 
aluminium body

Integrated
water cooling



Technical data
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Variant LxWxH (mm) LEDs System output Lumen Effiziency Energy consump�on Ra/CRI PAR/PPFD at 30 cm

144 cm 1434x98x28 498 pcs 152 W 19.176 lm 129 lm/W 152 kWh/1000h 86,2 279 [µmol/m²s]

115cm 1144x98x28 390 pcs 127 W 16.218 lm 130 lm/W 127 kWh/1000h 87,3 297 [µmol/m²s]

89cm 884x98x28 300 pcs 101 W 13.198 lm 132 lm/W 101 kWh/1000h 87,6 295 [µmol/m²s]

74cm 734x98x28 246 pcs 92 W 12.102 lm 132 lm/W 92 kWh/1000h 86,6 294 [µmol/m²s]

54cm 534x98x28 174 pcs 72 W 9.433 lm 117 lm/W 72 kWh/1000h 86,6 259 [µmol/m²s]

34cm 334x98x28 102 pcs 46 W 5.978 lm 113 lm/W 46 kWh/1000h 87,0 182 [µmol/m²s]

24cm 234x98x28 66 pcs 31 W 3.992 lm 101 lm/W 31 kWh/1000h 87,7 119 [µmol/m²s]

T h i s  l i g h t  s o u r c e  i s 
intended exclusively for 
aquaris�cs, terraris�cs 
and plant breeding and 

must not be used for other 
p urposes!
Photosynthe�c efficiency >1.2 μmol/J 

Further data and diagrams on the light spectrum are available in the 
product descrip�on under ("Data sheet & key figures") of the respec�ve 
LED bar.
*The light measurement of the product was carried out according to the 
scope of delivery and light control in a dry environment at 100% output. 
The use of dimmers, light controls, other power supplies, focusing lenses, 
protec�ve covers or reflectors may lead to devia�ng results. In addi�on, 
slight devia�ons from the test sample may occur due to the batch. PPFD - 
Photosynthe�c Photon Flux Density. PAR - Photosynthe�cally ac�ve 
radia�on. PPE - Photosynthe�c photon flux per wa� of electrical energy. 

Beam angel 120°, effec�ve 160° due to ClearSealing

Voltage 12V DC (direct current)

LED chip service life ~50.000 h

Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000

Light souce LEDs not replaceable due to design.

Switching �me none

Ingress protec�on class IP67 – not suitable for underwater use!

Dimmable yes

Cooling
Passive via solid aluminium heat sink
Alterna�vely by water cooling

The following data refer to the "aquaLUMix FRESHWATER" variant as an example, other variants and light colours may vary!
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AMAZON GROW
A bright, tropical light with a focus on op�mum plant growth, including Grow LEDs.
 (e.g. for thickly-planted Amazon or Asian aquariums) 

FRESHWATER 

Clear, bright colours for outstanding colour rendering, without being detrimental to plant 
growth. (e.g. for the classic company aquarium)

AFRICAN SUN
A higher propor�on of blue in the day�me light, augmented by a colour-intensifying light 
composi�on. (e.g. for cichlid aquarium with Malawis or Tanganyikas) 

SEAWATER
Basically, a high propor�on of blue with white and blue light, with addi�onal special colours like red, 
violet and ultraviolet. (For seawater aquariums)



We will also be happy to help you personally: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-12:00 and 13:00-16:30
Email: support@ledaquaris�k.de | Live-Chat on www.ledaquaris�k.de | Phone: 05257/9366650 

Ques�ons? Perhaps you will find the answer in our FAQ: h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com

Which LED bars or light colours should I choose, especially for light control / day simula�on?

Module system eco+/PRO²
Even with 2 light colours, an appealing day�me sequence is possible, e.g. SUNSET and DAY. SUNSET is used for sunrise and sunset, DAY is switched 
on for the main ligh�ng. For higher ligh�ng requirements, a colour combina�on of SUNSET, DAY, POLAR (or op�onally TROPIC, DAY, SKY) is a good 
choice, as the colour spectrum is well and widely covered. Our experience with these combina�ons and planted aquariums has been very good. In 
addi�on, these light colours are ideal for daylight simula�on. So this is a recommendable standard configura�on. Whether you use 3 light rows and 
colours or leave it at 1-2 depends on your ligh�ng needs. Depending on the requirements, addi�onal effect colours (RED = dawn, ROYAL BLUE = 
moonlight) could be combined. However, an extension would also be possible at any later �me without any problems. (Provided the appropriate 
power supply unit is available)

aquaLUMix compact system
With the aquaLUMix, the ques�on of the best colour choice no longer arises, because we have already equipped these compact luminaires with the 
op�mum light composi�on based on years of experience. Depending on your aquarium in terms of stocking, furnishings and personal taste, you can 
choose one of 4 colour combina�ons, a suitable solu�on for all areas:
FRESHWATER, AMAZON-GROW, AFRICAN-SUN and SEAWATER. Each of these aquaLUMix is equipped with 4 separately controllable light 
channels, which open up incomparable ligh�ng possibili�es. In addi�on to light colours for general daylight illumina�on, LEDs for moonlight and 
sunrise are already integrated.

Further ques�ons and answers under h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com



Reflector - Shu�er - Mirror unit for aquaLUMix

This reflector for our aquaLUMix serves as a glare shield and maximises the ligh�ng 
intensity, especially in the front or rear edge areas of the aquarium. Precisely fi�ng in size 
and colour, it blends in perfectly with the design of the aquaLUMix: Anodised aluminium-
grey on the outside, with a highly reflec�ve mirror on the inside.
Installa�on is very simple, the reflector is hooked into the aquaLUMix and fixed in place 
with the screws provided. But please note: When using the aquaLUMix in our adapter 
profile, lamp housing or support profiles, it is not possible to use the reflector.

Is the reflector used on both sides, only on the front or only on the back?
When used on the rear side, the decisive benefit is the reflec�on of the light and thus the 
increased brightness in the rear area of the aquarium. The sca�ered light is effec�vely 
used by the mirror unit and fed to the background plan�ng, which is otherwise not 
op�mally illuminated. The mirror also reveals a completely new angle of view of the 
aquarium, quasi a top view from a comfortable posi�on.
If the reflector is used on the front, it also serves as a glare shield. This is par�cularly 
pleasant and advantageous for observers in a si�ng posi�on or children in front of the 
aquarium.
With reflectors on the front and back, the efficiency of the aquaLUMix is increased to the 
maximum. Even when using the aquaLUMix in a hanging posi�on, we recommend using it 
on both sides so that the lamp hangs level and is balanced.

Scope of delivery:
Ÿ 1 piece reflector according to the selec�on.
 (For use on both sides, 2 pieces must be selected).
Ÿ Fixing screws
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1x Reflector: For op�mising the background plan�ng.2x reflector: for light op�misa�on and as glare protec�on



The use of water cooling is advantageous, but not 
mandatory. The temperature-op�mised aluminium 
profile also allows passive cooling. With ac�ve water 
cooling, however, the LEDs are op�mally cooled, the 
waste heat of the LEDs is effec�vely used and the 
aquarium is also heated.

Water cooling: Despite the significantly higher efficiency 
of LEDs compared to conven�onal light sources, LEDs also 
convert part of the power they consume into heat. For the 
best possible func�on and life expectancy of the LED, this 
heat must be dissipated by cooling, which is done either 
passively by an aluminium profile or heat sink or, even 
be�er, ac�vely by water cooling.

In this way, the LEDs can be ac�vely operated with water 
cooling or a heat recovery system and always work in the 
op�mal temperature range. Because an LED, no ma�er 
whether in the household or in aquaris�cs, slowly but 
steadily loses luminosity from the first day of use. The 
value of the LED service life (e.g. 50,000 hours), as found in 
the technical data, indicates that a�er this opera�ng �me 
the LED will only provide 50% of its former luminosity. An 
op�mal temperature through cooling clearly counteracts 
this gradual process.

48°C

24°C

No cooling

With cooling

*Exemplary values:
Room temperature, heater, water 

volume, etc. must be taken into account and
and lead to individual results.

Heat recovery: The heat energy that is wasted and remains 
unused with conven�onal LED ligh�ng is effec�vely used with 
the water-cooled LED lamp. The system 
feeds the resul�ng waste heat into the 
aquarium water and thus no�ceably 
relieves the aquarium hea�ng.
LED water cooling with heat recovery 
becomes a great advantage for the 
aquarium enthusiast. 
Simple - ingenious!

Water cooling & heat recovery
for PRO² and aquaLUMix LEDs
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Advantages summarised:

ü The LEDs operate in the op�mal temperature range, which maximises the luminous dura�on and performance of the LEDs.

ü The heat recovery / LED water cooling uses the waste heat of the LEDs and supplies warm water to the aquarium.

ü The power consump�on of the aquarium hea�ng is massively reduced.

ü LED ligh�ng with heat recovery pays for itself much more quickly than other LED ligh�ng: 

ü Lower power consump�on for ligh�ng and hea�ng!

ü Two integrated XL channels for water cooling allow high flow rates, excellent cooling proper�es and highest efficiency.

ü Feed the water cooling through a bypass in the exis�ng water circuit of your filter system or use a stand-alone pump.

ü The system is virtually maintenance-free and extremely durable thanks to high-quality components made of stainless steel and silicone.

ü Of course, the water cooling of several LEDs can also be connected with each other (in parallel or in series).

ü Silent opera�on

Special features of our water cooling:

ü The water channels are integrated directly into the solid aluminium 
profile and enable unhindered heat exchange between LED and 
cooling water. Other suppliers who only work with "surface-
mounted" water cooling achieve significantly lower efficiency due to 
the poor contact with the LED (insula�ng layer of air).

ü Compared to the compe��on, the two XL channels carry 56% more 
water and thus have much be�er cooling proper�es.

ü In addi�on, the large diameter of the water cooling system 
significantly extends its service life. Should cleaning nevertheless 
become necessary, it is greatly simplified by the easy accessibility. 
We also offer a special brush set for this purpose.

ü The silicone hose and in par�cular the 180° bend, which are 
necessary for connec�ng the water cooling system, are made of very 
high-quality material that is characterised by durability and above all 
dimensional stability. This is the only way to guarantee the desired 
func�on in the long term.
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Calculate heat output:
h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com
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Mini pumps for running the water cooling system
These small and very economical pumps supply the water cooling system with aquarium water for cooling.  
Two variants are available: 
The 230V pump for conven�onal opera�on at a socket.
The "12VDC controllable" variant allows the pump to be connected directly or indirectly with the power supply of the LED 
ligh�ng. In addi�on, this pump is compa�ble with our ligh�ng controls and can be operated with them. This makes it possible 
to use the pump in a �me-controlled manner (e.g. switch off at night). It is also possible to dim/thro�le the pump output 
(flow rate). Op�onally, a separate channel of the control unit can be used for the pump, or alterna�vely, a channel already 
occupied by an LED bar can be shared.

For the opera�on of the 12VDC pump on a light control (SunRiser 2+, 4+, 8 or SIMU-LUX), the supplied 
connec�on cable is mandatory. The polarity of the connec�on must also be strictly observed ( , red=PLUS
black=MINUS)! It is not possible to operate the CO2 valve and the mini pump at the same output of a light 
control unit and this can lead to a defect in the light control unit.

Tip: Install the pump so that the suc�on opening does not point downwards - otherwise disturbing noises may occur.

u Silicone bend 180° for connec�ng supply and return. 

v Connec�on of cooling and hot water, hose lengths are to be cut to fit as 
 required.

w Variant 1: Feeding cooling water via bypass. Here, the appropriate adapter 
 (T-piece) must be selected according to the exis�ng hose system. Use the hose 
 line that carries the already filtered water. 
 Variant 2: Alterna�vely, the cooling water can be fed directly from the aquarium
 with a separate mini pump.

Water cooling connec�on:     
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Cleaning the cooling system by air pressure

Depending on the quality of the aquarium water, regular maintenance / cleaning of the water cooling system is recommended to ensure the best possible 
func�on at all �mes. With this air pump, the system can be "blown through" quickly and easily without having to disconnect hoses, etc. We recommend doing 
this regularly to prevent stubborn contamina�on. 
We recommend doing this regularly to prevent stubborn contamina�on. 
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As a supplement and for coarser use, suitable 
cleaning brushes made of stainless steel are also 
made of stainless steel are also available.



Compared to fresh water, seawater is extremely aggressive and would permanently 
damage the aluminium of our LED luminaires if the water cooling system was not 
used.
The op�onal TITAN extension for a seawater applica�on of the water cooling system 
contains two �tanium tubes, made of 100% pure �tanium, which are inserted into 
the cooling channels of the ligh�ng. Contact between aluminium and seawater is 
thus excluded. The �tanium tubes are 100% resistant to seawater.

The installa�on is very simple. The four exis�ng hose connec�ons are to be 
removed/screwed off. The �tanium tubes are pushed in, the hoses are pushed on 
and addi�onally secured with the enclosed hose clamps.
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Meerwasser - TITAN Upgrade Seawater - TITAN Upgrade
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CO2 Druckminderer und Diffusor
This pressure reducer for CO2 regula�on is op�mised for switching through our light controls (SunRiser & 
SIMU-LUX).

The  consists of a working pressure gauge and a bo�le pressure gauge. This means that not pressure reducer
only can the working pressure be regulated down to the desired level, but the pressure in the bo�le is also 
displayed, making it easy to see when it is �me to refill. A bubble counter is integrated for visual control of the 
inflowing Co2.

The solenoid valve can be switched with our light controls (0%=closed, 100%=open), and can only be used with 
a voltage of 12VDC. The solenoid valve is connected like an LED to one of the outputs of the control unit.

Thread/bo�le connec�on Standard: W21.8

Material: blue anodised aluminium

Thanks to its fine ceramic membrane, the stainless steel CO2 
diffuser dissolves up to 98 % of the supplied CO2 in the 
aquarium water. The resul�ng �ny CO2 bubbles spread 
easily and are ideally absorbed by the aquarium plants.

The recommended working pressure is 1.5 bar (22 psi).

Tip: It may take several hours before the ceramic membrane 
is op�mally flushed and the CO2 bubbles are released, as the 
membrane must first adjust or "soak". You can speed up this 
process by soaking the membrane in a water bath for one 
night before use.

It is not possible to operate the CO2 valve and the 
mini pump at the same output of a light control 
unit and this can lead to a defect in the light 
control unit.
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Accessories More at www.ledaquaris�k.de/Zubehoer

Various individual 
parts helpful for 
individual assembly or as 
replacement.
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Our fish transport bags are available in the sizes 
180mm x 500mm or 250mm x 600mm, 

packaging unit 100 pieces.

LED Spli�er. This spli�er 
makes it possible to operate 

up to 6 LED bars with only 
one power supply unit.

With a length of up to 90cm, 
these very robust and high-

quality tongs are par�cularly 
suitable for larger systems 
where your own arm is no 

longer sufficient.



Verbinder zur Kabelverlängerung
Heat-shrinkable soldering connectors for extending connec�on cables: Connec�ng - 
soldering - insula�ng - sealing - in one simple opera�on.

Child's play! All without soldering iron and solder. You get a waterproof and be�er durability 
than with crimp connectors or luster terminals.

Instruc�ons: Remove approx. 5mm of insula�on from the cables to be connected. Now twist 
the stripped cable ends and insert them from both sides into the solder connector un�l the 
bare ends are parallel under the silver ring of solder in the middle of the connector. Heat the 
soldering connector evenly to approx. 110°C (at best with a hot air blower, with cau�on also 
with a lighter or similar). The soldering connector starts to narrow and s�cks to the cable. 
Now let the solder melt completely and then hold the cables in posi�on un�l the solder has 
cooled down and become solid. You can visually check the connec�on thanks to the 
transparent heat shrink tubing. As an addi�onal protec�ve measure and to make the 
connec�on visually inconspicuous, now shrink the en�re connec�on with the enclosed black 
shrink tubing. This is coated on the inside with an adhesive, which ul�mately ensures an 
absolutely �ght connec�on. DONE.
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Matching: Rubberised premium 
cable by the metre for individual 
extension of the connec�ng cables of 
our LED bars.



High performance LED switching power supplies for the opera�on of our LED bars (12VDC)
An extremely high-quality LED switching power supply that sets standards in quality and performance. High-quality workmanship, solid design in aluminium 
housing, durability, high efficiency and low heat genera�on. This excellent LED power supply puts the usual plas�c desktop power supplies in the shade and is 
therefore our clear recommenda�on to buy! 

These power supplies* are compa�ble with all ligh�ng controls*, dimmers* and distributors from our range.
*Please note the maximum connected load!

What power is required? 
This is how it is calculated: To determine the power the power supply unit must have, the power values (wa�s) of the desired LED bars are 
added, plus a min. 10% power reserve. The next larger power supply unit is then the correct choice. To avoid overloading the power supply 
unit, always allow for a power reserve of at least 10%! (Our computer automa�cally takes this into account!)

To avoid misunderstandings: The power supplies themselves do not consume 35, 100 or 150W of power! But they are capable of delivering 
this power! The power consump�on depends solely on the connected LEDs and the efficiency of the power supply! In idle mode (i.e. when 
the power supply unit is only plugged into the socket, not connected to LEDs or in opera�on) it only consumes approx. 1W.

Technical data:
Ÿ Input voltage 85 ~ 265 VAC
Ÿ Output voltage: 12 VDC
Ÿ Output power: depending on selec�on: 35W to 264W
Ÿ Frequency: 47 ~ 63 Hz
Ÿ Efficiency >90
Ÿ Aluminium housing, Ip67
Ÿ Protected against short circuit, overload protec�on
Ÿ Cooling by natural convec�on 
Ÿ Working temp. at -40 to + 70° C 
Ÿ Cable lengths:
Ÿ 230V input 50cm with EU Schuko plug,
Ÿ 12V output 50cm (connec�on according to scope of order)

Calculate the correct power supply unit: h�p://power-supply.ledaquaris�k.com
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Observe overvoltage protec�on!

Even if one immediately thinks of a thunderstorm and a lightning strike, 
overvoltage damage to LED ligh�ng usually has other, less no�ceable and 
insidious causes. 

A lightning strike leads to a short-term overvoltage and immediate failure and 
irreversible defect of the ligh�ng. Cause and effect are immediately and 
clearly recognisable. But there is also the long-term overvoltage. This remains 
unno�ced at first, but significantly impairs the service life of the LED ligh�ng 
un�l visible damage and progressive failure occurs a�er only a few weeks and 
months.

Voltage peaks in the nanosecond or microsecond range, i.e. short-term 
increases in the mains voltage caused by switching opera�ons in the electrical 
circuit or electrosta�c discharges, can some�mes reach well over 10,000 
volts, although only for frac�ons of a second, but this is already enough to 
irreparably damage LED modules, electrical components or power supply 
units. 

The exact effect of such an event on the mains in your house and consequent-
ly on the LED ligh�ng depends on the type of installa�on and the protec�ve 
circuits installed by the electrician. 

Our LED ligh�ng can easily reach the value of a computer or television set, so 
you should also protect them at least equally against overvoltage. Damage to 
LED ligh�ng caused by overvoltage is expressly not covered by the warranty. 
This is why the EMZ 504 broadband mains filter with overvoltage protec�on 
is our recommenda�on in the event of an unclean mains supply and/or 
overvoltage problems, or should also be seen as a kind of "insurance" as a 
preven�ve measure. 

Further informa�on under www.ledaquaris�k.de/mains-filter
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With manual stepless LED dimmers, the brightness (and thus also the power consump�on) of the LED bar(s) can be manually adjusted with a rotary knob or 
remote control.
These dimmers are designed for a maximum output power of 360 wa�s (30A), so a maximum of 12x 100cm LEDs can be dimmed from 0-100%. All power 
supplies up to and including 264W power, as well as the LED spli�er are compa�ble with these dimmers.

Technical data:
Ÿ Input voltage: DC12V-24V 
Ÿ Dimming control: PWM
Ÿ Connec�on input/output: Screw terminals
Ÿ Dimensions: 

Ÿ L85xW62xH35 mm with rotary knob
Ÿ L85xW62xH20 mm with remote control

Ÿ Weight: 132g
Ÿ Working temperature: -20 to +70°C
Ÿ Power consump�on: <1W
Ÿ Output voltage max. 30A / 360W(12VDC)

Manual 1 channel LED dimmer

Variant with remote control
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Func�on: up, down, on/off
Info: When switched on again, the 
dimmer starts with the last brightness 
value set.

Connec�on:
IN/INPUT: power supply unit
OUT/OUTPUT: LED

VIDEO
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For all those who prefer it simple and without automa�c control, who want to change and re-mix the ligh�ng as required at any �me.
DIMIX6 is a manual 6-channel dimmer that offers you 6 sliders for stepless dimming and mixing of the connected LED bars and light colours.

Technical data:
Ÿ Suitable for a maximum of 48W (4A/12V) power per channel - mul�ple use up to maximum possible.
Ÿ Possible total power channel 1-6 maximum 264W (22A/12V).
Ÿ Dimensions LxWxH: 140x110x30mm

Manueller 6 Kanal LED Dimmer & MischerManual 6 Channel LED Dimmer & Mixer

*For illustra�on, cable lengths shortened for photo 44
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Advantages and characteris�cs:

Ÿ Click&Go - quickly installed and removed without the need for 
tools

Ÿ Manufactured out of glassfibre-reinforced polycarbonate (PC). 
The material is impact-resistant, flexible, ultra-thin, UV-stable 
and highly transparent.

Ÿ Keeps limescale and dirt deposits off the LED bar.

Ÿ Makes cleaning simple and problem-free, with no risk of 
damaging the silicone coa�ng.

Ÿ Also suitable for use with moun�ng clips.

Ÿ Installa�on: CleanCover clicks into the longitudinal groove in the 
LED bar. If moun�ng clips are used, CleanCover runs smoothly 
OVER them. Then the protec�ve film must be removed.

Cleaning advice / �ps:

Ÿ Wash CleanCover with lukewarm water.

Ÿ Dirt and other deposits can be removed with a so� cloth or sponge. A microfibre cloth 
moistened with plain water cleans well and is largely scratch-free.

Ÿ Other suitable methods: Household cleaners such as vinegar (ace�c acid)/vinegar essence 
diluted in water, mild soap solu�ons (detergents) or plas�c cleaners approved for use on PC

Ÿ Rinse with water and dry with a so� cloth to avoid water marks.

Ÿ Any mechanical cleaning system, e.g. brushes etc., is not suitable because it will scratch the 
surface. The use of corrosive cleaning materials and sharp-edged objects must be avoided 
because they could damage or scratch the surface. Cleaners containing solvents can cause 
the surface to become ma�.

CleanCover
The op�onal CleanCover provides splashwater protec�on and is made of highly transparent, ultra-thin, impact-resistant plas�c. It also protects your 
LED bars from limescale and dirt deposits and is very easy to clean.
Recommended where LED bars are used within a closed, moist cover or on open aquariums without cover plates.

 

Compa�ble with all our LED bars, including previous models.
Already included with the aquaLUMix!

Highly transparent

Best protec�on



Silicone feet
The feet (2 per set) enclose the LED bar precisely and can be moved freely 
on it. Made of transparent and non-slip silicone, they give the LED bar a 
firm hold. This makes it easy to place the LED bar, for example, on the 
transverse or longitudinal struts or on the cover pane.

Of course also suitable for use with a CleanCover.

To prevent the seal of the LED bar from rubbing against the surface of the 
silicone base when moun�ng without a CleanCover, only apply pressure 
to the side of the LED bar on the base to posi�on it. See illustra�on below. 
In addi�on, the stand and LED bar must be moistened with water for 
trouble-free installa�on. This also applies in par�cular if the feet are to be 
dismantled or moved a�er a longer period of �me.

eco+

PRO²
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The holders to allow our LED bars to be mounted in your exis�ng waterproof tube sockets.

Fluorescent tubes
(Length in mm)

...compa�ble 
with...

eco+ LED bars
with solo & duo holders

PRO² LED bars
only with solo holders

361 to 438 20cm, 30cm /

549 to 590 20cm, 30cm, 50cm 47cm

849 to 895 50cm, 80cm 47cm, 67cm, 75cm

1047 80cm, 100cm 75cm, 96cm

1149 100cm 96cm, 106cm

1200 100cm, 116cm 106cm

1449 to 1500 116cm, 140cm 135cm

There are two versions available, one for T5 and one for T8 sockets:

1 Set SOLO: For one LED bar per tube
1 Set DUO: For two LED bars per tube (only eco-+)

The holders are all the same length and can be withdrawn from the socket to the appropriate 
extent. The table below shows which fluorescent tubes can be replaced by which LED bars. A 
small refinement is that the LED bars including the holders may be rotated through 360° in the 
tube sockets. In this way you can set a special ligh�ng accent, such as highligh�ng the back of the 
tank etc.

solo

duo

30 mm 30 mm290mm 107 mm290mm

Possible configura�on of the holders with LED bars: 
There are many different possible combina�ons. It is 
important that at least one LED bar forms a connec�on 
between the two moun�ng rails. The distance 
between the moun�ng rails varies according to the 
tube length and the LED bar.

Examples:

Scope of supply: Moun�ng rails, protec�ve sleeves, fastenings

Suitable only for ordinary waterproof tube sockets!
Not compa�ble with aquaLUMix lamps!
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T5/T8 brackets Moun�ng instruc�ons / Func�on
The rails of the brackets are a�ached directly to the back of the LED bar using the screws provided. The 
screws are screwed into the central groove of the LED bar. The bars are pulled out beyond the end of 
the LED bar and posi�oned un�l the total length of the former fluorescent tube (without contact pins) 
is reached. (For 361 and 438mm tube lengths, the bars are mounted overlapping). Do not �ghten the 
screws yet. Put the blue protec�ve sleeves supplied onto the two ends of the bars. These prevent the 
ingress of moisture and protect the electrical contacts of your tube ligh�ng. A�er the total length has 
been correctly adjusted, �ghten the screw connec�ons and make sure that the bars are firmly a�ached 
to the LED bar. 

The power supply of your tube ligh�ng must now be switched off permanently; the future power 
supply will be provided by an external LED power supply unit. 

Now remove the fluorescent tube from the sockets and place the prepared LED bar with brackets and 
protec�ve sleeves into the sockets. Be sure to use the protec�ve screw connec�ons of the damp-proof 
lampholder as usual. Align the LED bar horizontally. That's it.

PRO² LED bars are only compa�ble with the "solo" version of the holders! Not compa�ble with 
aquaLUMix lamps!

4,5mm screw

For overlapping installa�on of the bars
6.5mm screws are included in the scope of delivery

bar T5/T8
sleeve
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TRIO moun�ng

AddON Adapter plate

The TRIO holder for e.g. Eheim VivalineLED or Proxima 
aquariums has an angle on one side which is held in the groove 
of the aquarium cover. Just like the original ligh�ng of this 
aquarium. This makes it possible to use any number of holders 
and LED bars, and to posi�on them as desired.
For up to three eco+ or two PRO² LED bars, or one aquaLUMix. 
Can also be used inside the deLUX and pure aquarium cover.

Also available as XL version: made of 50% thicker material, and 
especially suitable for the aquaLUMix.

Dimensions: 245x58x2mm, angle height 18mm

The AddON adapter plates can be used in a variety of ways. 
Examples:
Ÿ As a fastening and for lateral support of the ligh�ng on 

exis�ng glass bars, especially with low heights and li�le 
space, e.g. with Oase Highline.

Ÿ For fastening/extending the aquaLUMix, the AddON plates 
are screwed to the back and serve as a support.As an adapter 
for moun�ng in Aquatlan�s profiles.

Ÿ For moun�ng up to 2 addi�onal LED bars when using our 
T5/T8 brackets or the DUO bracket as the main bracket. ***

Ÿ etc.
*** At least one 75cm (or longer) LED bar should be mounted 
on the main brackets in order to be able to posi�on the addON 
adapter plate centrally between them. See pictures. The 
prerequisite is sufficient stability of the exis�ng damp-proof 
lampholders.

Dimensions: 265x58x2mm 49

T5 solo moun�ng

T5 duo moun�ng



Flexible moun�ng solu�ons
In this way, a wide variety of combina�ons are possible, e.g. to massively upgrade and convert an aquatlan�s / tecatlan�s light bar (le�) or to equip one of our 
adapter profiles with ligh�ng well above "standard".
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Retrofit aquatlan�s

XXL holding bridges for 
our JUWEL and 
EHEIM adapter profiles.
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Can be used depending on the 
situa�on with or without TRIO holder for 

can be used depending on the situa�on.

U-profile as longitudinal or transverse support for LED bars, in custom sizes up to 200cm
For easy and flexible installa�on of the ligh�ng, even inside a cover.
Advantageous for larger aquariums to span the en�re length. And ideally suited for ligh�ng concepts that include several short LED bars or spots.
In combina�on with a "TRIO holder for U-profile", the U-profile can be hooked in laterally, e.g. within our deLUX and pure aquarium covers. But also in EHEIM 
Proxima, Incipria and VivalineLED aquariums.
Compa�ble with the products: eco+, PRO², spotBEAM and aquaLUMix.

Technical data:
Colour: silver grey
Material: anodised aluminium, 2mm
Length: as desired up to 200cm
Width approx. 104mm
leg height: 20mm
Hole diameter: 3mm (suitable for our 3mm or 2.9mm screws)

Scope of delivery:
1 piece U-profile made to measure, without further fixing material.

When used within our deLUX or pure cover, a length of 
length of the aquarium minus 9cm. Plus the TRIO holder

Perforated, anodised U-profile, 
Versa�le
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E-profile as guide rail for cover panes, on request up to 300cm in size
Thanks to these guide rails made of high-quality and solid plas�c, cover panels can be easily and conveniently slid onto the aquarium. This makes feeding, water 
changes and any other aquarium maintenance much easier. The guide rails are suitable for 4mm panes and are ideally placed on the longitudinal struts of your 
aquarium. Fixing by gluing is not absolutely necessary. Length adjustment is possible with a simple hand saw. Please note that you need 2 guide rails per cover!

Colour op�onally grey or white
Material: plas�c
For panel thickness up to 4mm
Suitable for all cover panes such as
Glass, acrylic glass (Plexiglas), polycarbonate (Makrolon)
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deLUX Aquarium cover - with flip lid
The deLUX aquarium cover from LEDaquaris�k offers the highest level of quality and func�onality. Made en�rely of aluminium and developed for eco+, PRO² 
and aquaLUMix LEDs. However, flexible moun�ng op�ons are also available inside the cover for LED products from other manufacturers. For aquariums from 
30x30 to 300x100 cen�metres, the deLUX aquarium cover offers an outstanding price/performance ra�o.
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Aluminum profiles

Up to 3 light profiles

Silicone handle

Length 30-300cm

Aluminium 
composite flaps
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deLUX Aquarium cover
The variety. Flexible. Rich in varia�ons. Well over 2000 possible combina�ons make 
this cover the first choice for square and rectangular aquariums from 30x30 to 
300x100cm. Depending on the selec�on, the technical cut-out (for cables, hoses, 
etc.) is possible on the long side (standard) or wide side (room divider), or even 
completely without (technical sha�). 

Room divider
(Technical cut-out on wide side)

Without cut-out

Standard
(Technical cut-out on long side)



deLUX Aquarium cover
The finishing. Accurate fit. High quality. The highest 
quality is our claim. Precise manufacturing of all 
components results in minimal gaps and maximum 
stability. The frame and light profiles are fully 
anodised or powder-coated, depending on the 
colour selected, which means that even cut edges 
and non-visible areas are protected against 
corrosion and are op�cally top. 
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The colours. Modern. Timeless. Two 
colour variants are available:  Titanium 
grey (anodised) and white (powder-
coated). Ma�, brushed surfaces make 
this cover a jewel on the aquarium and 
make many a fish jealous.
The highlight is the inside of the cover 
plates, which have a mirror-like highly 
reflec�ve surface to minimise sca�ering 
losses and make the maximum use of 
LED light.

Titanium grey

White



deLUX Aquarium cover
The material. Uncompromising. Durable. The solid frame parts and their 
internal corner connectors made of dimensionally stable aluminium, the 
screws made of rustproof V4A stainless steel and the lid made of aluminium 
composite panels stand for durability at the highest quality level. A�rac�ve-
ly shaped silicone handles integrated into the lid round off the overall 
package. 

The design. Slim. Func�onal. It is not only visually that the cover shows a 
clear edge. The well thought-out frame profiles allow comfortable lid sizes 
and thus almost unhindered access to the aquarium. The integrated XL dirt 
and water level screen (-38mm to the upper edge of the glass) ensures a 
clean and unobstructed field of vision all round. The temperature-
op�mised support profile absorbs waste heat ideally.
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Dirt and water 
level aperture



deLUX Aquarium cover
The possibili�es. Clever. Versa�le. One to three 
support profiles for holding the LEDs can be selected 
depending on the depth of the tank and enable 
op�mum as well as maximum ligh�ng for larger or 
par�cularly light-hungry aquariums. The unique 90° 
moun�ng in the frame of the cover makes special 
effects in light simula�on possible, e.g. for a 
horizontally shining moonlight above the water 
surface.

The func�on. Simple. Convincing. As with our 
adapter profiles and lamp housings, the LEDs can be 
pushed into the support profile using retaining 
bridges. Alterna�vely, LEDs can be screwed directly 
to the support profile. Alterna�vely, the frame offers 
a groove for hanging the ligh�ng (e.g. lamp housing 
as a free-standing luminaire or aquaLUMix with 
standard bracket). It is also possible to mount the 
ligh�ng in the frame at 90° to the water surface, for 
completely new ligh�ng effects. If required, the 
cover flaps can be opened very easily, set up 
ver�cally or removed completely.
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Slot for hanging up / se�ng up

Direct screw connec�on

Retaining bridges
aquaLUMix 

slide-in 
module

Moun�ng in 
Frame (90°)



deLUX Aquarium cover
Important to know: 
Ÿ The glass thickness of the aquarium is not relevant, the cover fits any 

glass thickness.
Ÿ The specified dimensions for length and width always refer to the outer 

edge to outer edge of the aquarium and do not allow any leeway to 
exceed these. 1mm clearance is taken into account on each side.

Ÿ The support profile (centre beam) always runs parallel to the selected 
length of the cover.

Ÿ The support profile is always planned and supplied by us centrally to the 
width or, in the case of several support profiles, evenly distributed over 
the width. This then results in the cover sizes accordingly.

Ÿ The maximum length of an eco+/PRO² LED luminaire is: aquarium edge 
length minus 9cm, when mounted in the support profile. Minus 4cm, 
when mounted/hung in the frame profile. For the aquaLUMix, the 
general rule is edge length minus 6cm.

Ÿ The hinged cover is manufactured in two parts from a length of 130cm 
and in three parts from a length of 250cm.

Ÿ The deLUX aquarium cover is made to order according to the customer's 
wishes, which is why this ar�cle is expressly excluded from the right of 
withdrawal. If you are unsure about the selec�on, we recommend our 
sample case!

Assembly instruc�ons
Ÿ Provide a so� surface to avoid scratches while moun�ng your new cover.
Ÿ The delivery includes 8 corner connectors and 32 M4x6 Allen screws. These 

are screwed into the grooves provided in the frame profiles with the enclosed 
Allen key (2 per corner, see picture on the le�). Push the frame profiles 
completely onto the corner connectors so that there is a right angle. Otherwi-
se there will be unsightly gaps or a cover that is not at a right angle. Before 
screwing, it is helpful to measure the diagonals from corner to corner. If both 
measurements are iden�cal, the frame is perfectly aligned! For larger models, 
we recommend that 2 people assemble the frame.

Ÿ Once the frame is assembled, it can be placed on the aquarium. Make sure 
that the edges of the glass are clean (no sand etc.). If an effect light is to be 
a�ached to the side of the frame, it is advisable to do this beforehand. It is not 
necessary to fix the frame with silicone. If the cover is regularly removed from 
the aquarium, it would be advisable to protect the edges of the glass with 
simple adhesive tape to avoid scratching the glass. Cables and hoses are 
routed through the appropriate technical cut-outs.

Ÿ Depending on the size of the order, the support profile(s) is/are now fi�ed 
with the LED ligh�ng and inserted into the frame. The scope of delivery 
includes 2 retaining bridges per support profile up to and including 120cm 
length, 4 pieces from 130cm length. You will need more than 2 retaining 
bridges if you want to use more than one LED bar along the length (see p. 
69/70). The posi�on within the support profile is free.

Ÿ Silicone cubes (11x11mm) are included in the delivery. These are posi�oned 
with their self-adhesive underside in the four corners of the frame to allow the 
lid flaps to close flush.

Ÿ The protec�ve foils of the lid flaps must now be removed and the silicone 
handles inserted. Insert the lid flaps (and any intermediate lids if there is more 
than one support profile).

Ÿ For aquariums with an edge length of 200 cm or more, a height-adjustable 
nylon support is also included in the delivery for each support profile. This is 
set up on the glass centre bar of the aquarium and prevents any sagging of the 
support profile.
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Service: Individual lid layout
As standard, the covers have a symmetrical lid division:
Ÿ With one support profile there are 2 cover elements of the same width, the 

support profile halves the width of the aquarium.
Ÿ With two support profiles, there are 3 cover elements of the same width, the 

support profiles divide the width of the aquarium into thirds.
Ÿ With three support profiles, there are 4 cover elements of the same width, 

the support profiles quarter the width of the aquarium.
Devia�ng from this, lid elements are possible in size and division according to 
individual customer requirements.

What is possible with an individual lid division?
Ÿ The support profile(s) can be arranged asymmetrically to concentrate the 

light in certain areas (front, middle, back). This results in ceiling elements of 
different sizes.

Ÿ Addi�onal narrower lining flaps are possible, see photo.
Ÿ Round holes (up to 68mm) for feeders at desired posi�on
Ÿ For covers 130cm and longer and mul�-part covers, the lengths can be 

chosen differently.

What has to be considered or where are the limits?
Ÿ The minimum strip width of the covers is 8.5cm.
Ÿ The maximum possible dimension per element is 122x122cm.
Ÿ The total area of the individual cover elements must be equal to or smaller 

than the area of the standard cover elements.
Ÿ The hinged lid is made in two parts from a length of 130cm and in three parts 

from a length of 250cm. This cannot be changed even with an individual 
division.

What is not possible?
Ÿ Adjustments of any kind to the frame profiles.

How to order the individual lid division?
Ÿ Roughly plan your desired division.
Ÿ Order the cover, as well as the individual cover par��oning in addi�on.
Ÿ Send us a dimensioned sketch with your wishes by email. You will find a 

template in the shop. If you need further advice, please contact us by phone.
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What are the differences between deLUX and pure aquarium covers?

deLUX with flip lid pure with sliding lid

With hinged cover system op�onally with 1-3 support profiles
With purist sliding lid consis�ng of 2 elements.

Supplied op�onally without cover plates for glazing on customer 
side. (for e.g. pendant lights)

The ligh�ng can be set up in the frame or freely a�ached to the support 
profiles.

The ligh�ng is set up in the frame, e.g. with the TRIO bracket for 
eco+and PRO².

Maximum possible dimensions of the aquarium from 
30x30 to 300x100cm

Maximum possible dimensions of the aquarium from 
60x30 to 150x60cm

The maximum length of the ligh�ng is tank length -9cm, aquaLUMix -6cm The maximum length of the ligh�ng is basin length -7cm

The minimum length of the ligh�ng, none.
The minimum length of the ligh�ng when using the TRIO bracket 

is pool length -30cm.

We will also be happy to help you personally: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-12:00 and 13:00-16:30
Email: support@ledaquaris�k.de | Live-Chat on www.ledaquaris�k.de | Phone: 05257/9366650 

Ques�ons? Perhaps you will find the answer in our FAQ: h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com

VIDEO

SCAN ME!



pure Aquarium cover - with sliding lid
The pure aquarium cover from LEDaquaris�k offers maximum quality and func�onality. This cover convinces with its puris�c design and a prac�cal and simple 
sliding technique of the cover plates. The frame is made of aluminium and also serves as a moun�ng solu�on for the eco+, PRO² and aquaLUMix LEDs. (The 
TRIO bracket (accessory) may be required for this). However, LED products from other manufacturers can also be flexibly integrated into the frame of the cover. 
For aquariums from 60x30 to 150x60 cen�metres, the pure aquarium cover offers an outstanding price/performance ra�o.

Choose from the variants for

    Aquarium Standard (long side on the wall)
    Aquarium room divider (short side on the wall)
    Aquarium with inside technical sha�

each available in �tanium grey or white.
Alterna�vely, also available without cover plates for glazing on the customer side.
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Sliding lid

Guide bars

VIDEO
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pure Aquarium cover
The func�on. Simple. Convincing. The sliding 
lid is in two parts, each with a handle hole on 
the outside. A sealing lip for the upper panel 
ensures that dripping condensa�on is drawn 
off the lower panel. The frame offers a groove 
for hanging the ligh�ng (e.g. with the TRIO 
bracket or aquaLUMix with standard bracket). 
This allows the ligh�ng to be posi�oned freely 
in the frame and moved if necessary. It is also 
possible to mount the ligh�ng in the frame at 
90° to the water surface for very special effects 
in light simula�on, e.g. for a horizontally shining 
moonlight above the water surface.

The choice. Flexible. Rich in varia�ons. Well 
over 500 possible combina�ons make this 
cover the first choice for square and rectangu-
lar aquariums from 60x30 to 150x60cm. 
Depending on the selec�on, the technical cut-
out (for cables, hoses, etc.) is possible on the 
long side (standard) or wide side (room 
divider), or even completely without (technical 
sha� inside).

The design. Slim. Func�onal. It is not only 
visually that the cover shows a clear edge. The 
well  thought-out frame profiles al low 
comfortable cover sizes and thus almost 
unhindered access to the aquarium. The 
integrated XL dirt and water level screen (-
38mm to the upper edge of the glass) ensures a 
clean and undisturbed field of vision all around.
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Titanium grey
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With sealing lip
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pure Aquarium cover
Assembly instruc�ons
Ÿ Provide a so� surface to avoid scratches while moun�ng your 

new cover.
Ÿ The delivery includes 8 corner connectors and 32 M4x6 Allen 

screws. These are screwed into the grooves provided in the 
frame profiles with the enclosed Allen key (2 per corner, see 
picture p.54). Push the frame profiles completely onto the 
corner connectors so that there is a right angle. Otherwise 
there will be unsightly gaps or a cover that is not at a right angle. 
Before screwing, it is helpful to measure the diagonals from 
corner to corner. If both measurements are iden�cal, the frame 
is perfectly aligned! For larger models, we recommend 
assembly with 2 people.

Ÿ Once the frame is assembled, it can be placed on the aquarium. 
Make sure that the edges of the glass are clean (no sand etc.). If 
an effect light is to be a�ached to the side of the frame, it is 
advisable to do this beforehand. It is not necessary to fix the 
frame with silicone. If the cover is regularly removed from the 
aquarium, it would be advisable to protect the edges of the 
glass with simple adhesive tape to avoid scratching the glass. 
Cables and hoses are routed through the appropriate technical 
cut-outs.

Ÿ Now that the frame is freely accessible on top of the aquarium, 
now is the best �me to integrate the ligh�ng and other 
technical equipment.

Ÿ The guide bars are inserted into the frame flush with the top 
edge of the frame on the long side. The bars are not fixed any 
further so that the lid can be removed completely at any �me. 
They are fixed in place by the cover panels themselves.

Ÿ The protec�ve foils of the cover plates can now be removed 
and the silicone handles can be inserted. When inser�ng the 
plates, make sure that the upper cover plate has the sealing lip 
and that the handle holes are on the outside.

Important to know:
Ÿ The glass thickness of the aquarium is not relevant, the cover fits any glass thickness.
Ÿ The specified dimensions for length and width always refer to the outer edge to outer 

edge of the aquarium and do not allow any leeway to exceed these. 1mm clearance is 
taken into account on each side.

Ÿ The maximum length of an LED luminaire is always: edge length of aquarium minus 
7cm! Except for aquaLUMix when mounted in the frame profile.

Ÿ The minimum length of the ligh�ng when using the TRIO bracket is tank length -30cm.
Ÿ Size and posi�on of the technical cut-outs: up to 40cm 1x 10cm centrally. From 50cm 

length with 10cm distance each from the corner 2x 10cm, from 120cm 2x 15cm, from 
150cm 3x 15cm (of which 1x centrally).

Ÿ The pure aquarium cover is made to order according to the customer's wishes, which 
is why this item is expressly excluded from the right of withdrawal. If you are unsure 
about the selec�on, we recommend our sample case!
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How many LED bars do I need for my freshwater aquarium?
The correct number of LED bars does not only depend on the size of the aquarium. Decisive factors are also the degree of plan�ng, furnishing and, 
last but not least, personal taste and expecta�ons. Here is a non-binding overview to help you decide on the number of LED bars:

The values refer to average pool heights and depths around 60cm. The arrangement of the strips, whether centrally, offset, split, parallel or side by 
side, is en�rely up to you. Just like the choice of light colours!
Please bear in mind that every aquarium, including yours, is an individual item, so the ques�on of ligh�ng cannot usually be answered in a general 
way from a distance. We will be pleased to prepare a personal quota�on for you. In order to be able to be�er take your wishes and ideas into account,
please follow the link to our website:  h�p://quota�on.ledaquaris�k.com

More ques�ons and answers at h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com

We will also be happy to help you personally: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-12:00 and 13:00-16:30
Email: support@ledaquaris�k.de | Live-Chat on www.ledaquaris�k.de | Phone: 05257/9366650 

Ques�ons? Perhaps you will find the answer in our FAQ: h�p://faq.ledaquaris�k.com

Plan�ng Light  requirements Quan�ty eco+ Quan�ty PRO² Quan�ty  aquaLUMix

None to li�le gcccc 1 1 1

Unpreten�ous gggcc 2 1-2 1

Much, Promising ggggc 3-4 2-3 1

extreme (AquaScaping) ggggg 4+ 3+ 1-2
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Lamp housings - individually and flexibly adaptable to your needs.

Temperature op�mized 
aluminium housing 

in modern design 
with minimal 

Cross sec�on. Available 
in black and silver ma�.

Individual 
configurable

The housings offer space for up to 4 LED 
strips parallel to each other or one 
a q u a L U M ix .  C a n  b e  in d iv id u a l l y 
equipped with combina�ons of different 
lengths of the LED strips, as the holding 
bridges for the LED strips can be freely 
posi�oned!
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Depending on bracket 
usable as 

pendant

top light

floor lamp 



Lampengehäuse für LEDs

u v
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Lamp housing for LED
Housing lengths from 25 to 195cm, as well as among each other combinable - thus for nano or also large aquariums of over 200cm suitably.
With the longitudinal or parallel connectors you simply combine 2 housings firmly with each other and create your desired ligh�ng.

Side-mounted lamp = supported on the sides (glass edges) of the 

aquarium. u
The correct housing length: The supports increase the overall length of the 
housing by between +3cm and +20cm
Example: The 105cm housing can be used as a side-mounted lamp for tank 
lengths of 108cm to 125cm

Frame-mounted lamp = supported on the cover plate or glass 

struts on the aquarium  The supports are v
available in three different heights – which makes them also suitable for 
use within the cover, e.g. EHEIM Proxima or Incpiria. 
The correct housing length: The supports increase the overall length of 
the housing by between +2.5cm and +22.5cm

The supports are fastened in the loca�ng grooves in the housing using the supplied hexagon socket screws and are easily adjustable in posi�on.
Tip: These products are precision components manufactured to �ght tolerances for the highest accuracy of fit and strength. If you find it is difficult to fit the items 
into the housings, use a li�le lubricant, e.g. WD-40, liquid hand soap or cooking oil.



x

w

y

z
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Suspended lamp = lamp hanging freely above the aquarium, fastened 

by steel suspension wires to the ceiling.  The suspension wires are a�ached w
to the loca�ng grooves in the housing. The distance between the wires is 
flexible and can be freely chosen. Use the included silicone stops to secure the 
suspension wires in the loca�ng rooms against uninten�onal movement. The 
steel wires can be shortened and adjusted with the quick release clamp.

The ends of the lamp housings are closed with the included end panels. The 
LED bar connec�on cables are fed from outside through openings in the end 

panels  and bundled together for neatness to form a cable harness using x
the accompanying spiral hose. When using the cable extension and 
connectors, feed the cables through the openings before connec�ng them 
together.

Longitudinal connectors Housings can be connected together 

to make longer ones suitable for use with unusually dimensioned or 
large aquariums. When longitudinal connectors are used, the lamp 

housings are not fi�ed with end panels at the connec�on points.  y
Place the cables over the retaining clip bridges if you wish to have all the 
cables on one side of the lamp.

Parallel connectors Where extremely high amounts of light are 

required or the aquarium is par�cularly deep, two or more lamp 

housings may be connected parallel to one another. z



Retaining bridges for deLUX aquarium cover, lamp housing & LED adapter profile

Retaining bridges for fixing the eco+/PRO² LED bars in the deLUX aquarium cover, the lamp 
housing and in the LED adapter profile for JUWEL and EHEIM aquariums. 

Please note that retaining bridges are already included in the standard scope of delivery of the 
various fixing solu�ons: 2 pieces up to and including 125cm length, 4 pieces from 126cm length. 
You need more than 2 pieces of holding bridges if you want to use more than one LED bar along 
the length (see page on the right). The posi�on within the lamp housing can be freely selected!

Installa�on  (aquaLUMix Lampen werden direkt und ohne Haltebrücken eingsetzt!)

1. Place the lamp housing with the opening facing upwards on a so� surface (e.g. packing 
material).  If several lamp housings are used, connect them now. 

2. now place the LED bars (LEDs poin�ng towards the floor) next to the housing and arrange them 
as desired, taking into account the total length of the components. (Any hose connec�ons 
between the PRO²s must now be made).

3. Now posi�on the retaining bridges and screw them in place with the enclosed screws. To ensure that the eco+ and PRO² LED bars are at 
the same height/level, the eco+ is fastened with the longer (9.5mm) screws and spacers, the PRO² with the short 4.5mm screws. The 
screws are screwed into the central groove of the LED bar. If only PRO² or only eco+ LED bars are installed, only the 4.5mm screws are to 
be used. 

4. All LED bars are inserted into the housing or profile together when connected.
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Example of a possible configura�on of our 
lamp housing and LED adapter profiles 
for JUWEL, EHEIM & Co.

Example based on a 125cm 
lamp housing or the JUWEL 
adapter JU1192

u
4x 116cm LED bars, 
(2 No. retaining clip bridges 
required).

v
2x 116cm, 4x 50cm LED bars, 
(4 No. retaining clip bridges 
required).

w
1x 116cm, 1x 80cm, 2x 50cm, 
3x 30cm, 1x 20cm LED bars, (6 
No. retaining clip bridges 
required).

The scope of supply of the 
housing and adapter includes 2 
No. retaining clip bridges for 
lengths <125cm, >125cm 4 No. 
retaining clip bridges. Any 
addi�onally required retaining 
clip bridges must be ordered 
separately

Example of the maximum parallel configura�on of the lamp 
housing and LED adapter profiles

4x eco+

1x PRO² and 2x eco+

2x PRO² and 1x eco+
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LED retrofit kits for 
JUWEL and EHEIM 

aquariums

LED retrofit kits for 
JUWEL and EHEIM 

aquariums



LED-Adapterprofile für JUWEL, EHEIM & Co.
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Our LED adapter profile allows you to upgrade your JUWEL or EHEIM aquarium very quickly to a modern LED ligh�ng system.
The LED adapter profile replaces your exis�ng conven�onal T5 or T8 ba�en fi�ngs 1 for 1. The exis�ng cover plates are retained and used in conjunc�on with 
the new LED adapter profile.
It offers room for a maximum of 1x aquaLUMix OR 4x eco+ OR 1x PRO² and 2x eco+ OR 2x PRO² and 1x eco+ LED ligh�ng bars placed in parallel next to one 
another (see below!). The LED adapter profile offers great flexibility of use and is individually configurable with combina�ons of different lengths of our LED 
ligh�ng bars because the retaining clip bridges for the LED ligh�ng bars are freely posi�onable!
The adapter profile is made of high-quality aluminium and manufactured specially for various models of JUWEL and EHEIM aquariums. Best quality. In 
contrast to other adapter profiles available on the market, the LEDaquaris�k product has no exposed, unfinished saw cuts or machined edges!  
Installa�on see page 69/70.



LED adapter profiles: Models and compa�bility

Model Profile length Tank length Compa�ble with
Max. length LED

eco+ PRO² aquaLUMix

               JUWEL

JU0536 / JU0543 536mm / 543mm -/- Trigon 350 (back) 50cm* 47cm* 34cm

JU0593 593mm 61cm Lido 120 50cm* 47cm* 54cm

JU0693 693mm 71cm
Trigon 190
Lido 200

50cm* 67cm*
54cm

JU0793 793mm 81cm Rio 125 50cm* 75cm* 74cm

JU0903 903mm 92cm Vision 180 80cm* 75cm* 89cm

JU0993 993mm 101cm
Trigon 350 (front)

Rio 180
80cm* 96cm* 89cm

JU1192 1192mm 121cm
Rio 240

Vision 260
Rio 350 (1x), 300 (2x)

116cm* 106cm* 115cm

JU1492 1492mm 151cm
Rio 450 (1x), 400 (2x)

Vision 450 (2x)
140cm* 135cm* 144cm

               EHEIM for an Incpiria choose the lamp housing as floor lamp, for vivalineLED and Proxima the TRIO holders!

EH0493 493mm 50cm scubacube 125 30cm* -/- 34cm

EH0543 543mm 55cm scubacube 165 marine 50cm* 47cm* 34cm

EH0643 643mm 65cm scubacube 270 50cm* 47cm* 54cm

EH0771 771mm -/- scubacorner 200 50cm* 67cm* 54cm

EH0793 793mm 80cm
scubaline 140
vivaline 126

50cm* 75cm* 74cm

EH0993 993mm 100cm
scubaline 200
vivaline 180

80cm* 96cm* 89cm

EH1193 1193mm 120cm
scubaline 240
vivaline 240

116cm* 106cm* 115cm

EH1293 1293mm 130cm scubaline 460 116cm* 106cm* 115cm

EH1493 1493mm 150cm vivaline 330 140cm* 135cm* 144cm

EH1793 1793mm 180cm scubaline 640 140cm* 135cm* 144cm

Also suitable for aquariums with a similar lid construc�on from 
other manufacturers. In every case, please check your tank 

dimensions and the length of the lamp ba�ens before ordering.

*Or a combina�on of various
shorter lengths of LED ligh�ng bars.

See page 69/70



For replacing the exis�ng light bars and cover flaps of 
JUWEL and EHEIM aquariums.
The frame of the exis�ng cover is s�ll used.

Our light profile is used to hold the cover flaps and ligh�ng. 
Depending on the selec�on, 1 piece (2-part cover) or 2 
pieces (3-part cover). A light profile offers space for a 
maximum of 1x aquaLUMix OR 4x eco+ OR 1x PRO² and 2x 
eco+ OR 2x PRO² and 1x eco+ LED bars in parallel next to 
each other (see below!). In addi�on, the light profile is 
flexible and can be individually equipped with combina-
�ons of different lengths of our LED bars, as the retaining 
bridges for the LED bars can be freely posi�oned! The light 
profile is made of high-quality aluminium, anodised in 
black, accurately fi�ng and specially manufactured for the 
various aquarium models from JUWEL and EHEIM.

The lid flaps are made of aluminium composite panels and 
stand for durability at the highest quality level. Beau�fully 
shaped silicone handles integrated into the lid complete 
the overall package. If required, the lid flaps can be opened 
very easily, set up ver�cally or removed completely. 

The highlight is the inside of the lid panels, which have a 
mirror-like, highly reflec�ve surface to minimise sca�ering 
losses and make the maximum use of LED light. The hinged 
lid is produced in two parts from a length of 120 cm.

Cover for JUWEL and EHEIM aquariums (cover flaps incl. middle bar)
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2-part

3-part

Highly reflec�ve 
Backside



An automa�c light control  system offers great advantages for you and your animal!
Aquarium lights switching on and off suddenly is a source of recurring shock and stress to which your animals are exposed on a daily basis. The inhabitants would 
be much less nervous if they were gently brought out of their night-�me rest. Moreover, a gradual, dimmed sunrise and sunset is not only closer to nature and 
visually very appealing, it also ensures that you are not suddenly plunged into darkness yourself at some point in the evening.

Our automa�c light controls have between 2 and 8 singly and individually programmable channels, depending on the model. This allows each connected 
LED lamp to be controlled separately in terms of �me and brightness. Therefore, in addi�on to simply modelling the sun rising and se�ng, you can add 
details such as stormy weather, clouds, moonshine and many other programs and simula�ons. See page 94

Another big advantage: During daylight simula�on, it is only very seldom that all your LED bars are opera�ng simultaneously at full power, which has posi�ve 
consequences for the electricity they consume. With only a slight thro�ling of the output (dimming), the power consump�on drops almost in direct propor�on 
without the light appearing no�ceably less bright. A secondary effect is an extension of the service life of the LED lamp.

Automa�c light control &
Daylight simula�on 

Automa�c light control &
Daylight simula�on 



The SIMU-LUX is a microprocessor-controlled and freely programmable daylight simulator (LED controller) with 5 output channels (12-24V). Each channel 
can be individually programmed and controlled. The device is ideal for technically experienced users, but also for ambi�ous beginners. Programming as well 
as updates can be done quickly and easily via PC and USB connec�on.

Ÿ Dawn
Ÿ Sunrise
Ÿ Sta�c darkening periods (cloudy, rainy day, etc.)
Ÿ Midday sun
Ÿ Evening twilight
Ÿ Sunset
Ÿ Moonlight

The simulator also offers the possibility of saving several daily schedules (e.g. weekday, weekend, 
maintenance work, etc.) on the device and changing them accordingly by pressing a bu�on on the 
control unit. The menu naviga�on on the device is supported by a display and also serves to show 
the current �me. The device is programmed and connected to a PC via the internal USB interface 
using the Windows so�ware supplied.

Using a Windows emulator, the so�ware can also be used on a Mac under OSX without much effort.

For further informa�on, see www.ledaquaris�k.de/SIMU-LUX.
So�ware download see back of unit.
For opera�ng instruc�ons, see separate booklet.
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The device must not be placed on or inside the 
placed on or inside the aquarium cover!

NEW: Alterna�ve so�ware with graphical interface

SOFTWARE

SCAN ME!

The device contains a 
replaceable CR1220 lithium bu�on cell ba�ery
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üSunRiser algorithm

The dimming func�on is based on a 
unique algorithm that produces an 

absolutely gentle and smooth 
dimming curve - unique to all our 

SunRiser light control systems!

üMaintenance func�on

A simple press of a bu�on sets the 
brightness to 0%, 100% or back to the 
programmed se�ng for any �me you 

wish to work on the aquarium/terrarium.

üSmartControl

The LEDs are never controlled 
at maximum voltage, thus 
ensuring an op�mum service 
life.

Small. Simple. Func�onal.Small. Simple. Func�onal.

SUNRISER 2XLSUNRISER 2XL

VIDEO

SCAN ME!



Descrip�on

Characteris�cs:
Ÿ Simplicity itself to program without a PC etc. The 

se�ngs are made directly on the device.
Ÿ 2 separate and individually programmable channels
Ÿ Compa�ble with all our LED bars
Ÿ SmartControl - for the op�mum service life of your 

LEDs
Ÿ SunRiser algorithm - for an absolutely gentle and 

smooth dimming curve

Func�ons / se�ngs:
Ÿ Time for switching on/off
Ÿ Sunrise/-set, moonrise/-set
Ÿ Dimming phase dura�on freely selectable
Ÿ Maximum brightness freely selectable
Ÿ Maintenance func�on

Technical data SunRiser 2+
Ÿ Suitable for maximum 60W (5A/12V) output per channel 

Total output channels 1+2 maximum 120W (10A/12V).  
A double use per channel is possible under 
considera�on of the maximum connected load in total 
and per channel. Not compa�ble with an LED spli�er.

Ÿ Dimensions LxWxH: 120x70x25mm

Technical data SunRiser XL
Ÿ Suitable for maximum 120W (10A/12V) output per channel 

Total output channels 1+2 maximum 240W (20A/12V).  
A mul� use per channel is possible under considera�on of 
the maximum connected load by using the LED spli�er.

Ÿ Dimensions LxWxH: 150x70x25mm

Se�ng

1. The current �me needs to be set when switching the SunRiser 2+ on for the first �me:
First set the hour value using the  bu�ons and confirm with . Then set the minute pq OK
value in the same way using the  bu�ons and confirm with .pq OK

2. Set the switching �mes, dimming dura�on and maximum brightness for the connected 
LEDs (at LED#1 and LED#2):
Start Setup by pressing  or . p q

Select LED#1 using the  bu�ons and confirm with . pq OK
Ÿ AN/ON LED1 is the switch-on �me for LED#1, set with  and confirm with .pq OK
Ÿ Aus/Off LED1 is the switch-off �me for LED#1, set with  and confirm with .pq OK
Ÿ Dimzeit1/Dim�me1 is the dimming dura�on in minutes for the sunrise and sunset. The 

maximum peak value resul�ng from the ON and OFF �mes is displayed on the right. Set 
using q and confirm with . pq OK

Ÿ Max LED1 is the maximum brightness value (10-100%), set with  and confirm with pq

OK. And that's it done. The simula�on for LED#1 is now running.

3. To make the se�ngs for channel LED#2, start Setup again and set the appropriate values 
for LED#2, see 2. 

4. The maintenance func�on, bu�on 
1. Press: all LEDs are switched off 0%
2. Press: all LEDs are switched on 100%
3. Press: the simula�on con�nues.

5. To return the device to the factory se�ngs, 
press bu�on       for approximately 5 seconds.

Example of a full range of se�ngs:
    Channel 1: Sunrise and sunset, e.g. SUNSET
    Channel 2: Main ligh�ng, e.g. TROPIC or DAY 
or
    Channel 1: Main ligh�ng with sunset
    Channel 2: Moonlight: e.g. with ROYAL BLUEThe device must not be placed on or inside the 

placed on or inside the aquarium cover! 78
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SunRiser 4+

SunRiser 
4+

SUNRISER 4SUNRISER 4
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The smart ligh�ng control, 
simple to operate, 
great in func�on! 

Features:
Ÿ Immediate start possible with pre-installed ligh�ng programmes.
Ÿ Programming without PC etc., se�ngs are made directly on the device via 

mul�bu�on and LED display.
Ÿ Assistance func�on for easy and quick programming of a daily schedule.
Ÿ Compa�ble with all our LED bars
Ÿ 4 separately and individually programmable channels
Ÿ Individual ligh�ng programmes can be created and in turn assigned to one 

or more channels. This guarantees maximum flexibility and func�onality.
Ÿ Each day of the week can be programmed separately and individually if 

required!
Ÿ SmartControl - for an op�mal life span of the LEDs, they are never 

controlled with maximum voltage.
Ÿ SunRiser algorithm - the dimming func�on is based on a unique algorithm 

that provides an absolutely smooth and jerk-free dimming curve - unique to 
all our SunRiser ligh�ng controls!

Func�ons:
Ÿ Time for switching on/off
Ÿ Sunrise and sunset
Ÿ Dura�on of dimming phases
Ÿ Light output adjustable 0-100
Ÿ Func�on test per channel
Ÿ Change of summer/winter �me
Ÿ Sta�c dimming periods (cloudy, rainy day, etc.)
Ÿ If required, lunch break with start �me, dura�on, light output 0-100%
Ÿ Maintenance func�on: Temporary full output for work on the aquarium

Example of a light composi�on:
Channel 1: Sunrise and sunset, light colour RED or SUNSET.
Channel 2: Main ligh�ng, light colour: TROPIC, DAY, or SKY etc.
Channel 3: Main ligh�ng, light colour: POLAR, REEF or MARINE etc.
Channel 4: Moonlight, light colour: e.g. ROYAL BLUE

SUNRISER 4
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Do you want the ligh�ng control system 

to be ready to go straight away?

Exactly according to your ideas?

Then the "Programming service" is 

service is just the thing for you! 

See page 107



SunRiser 4+  Opera�on / func�on 

Use the Mul�bu�on to make the se�ngs by the "press and turn" method or page through the menu. . 

is a sequence of �med events and contains up to 24 program points. Programs 

Each of these points contains a �me (Hours:Minutes) and the associated 

brightness value in %. 

4 programs A, B, C, D are preprogrammed on the unit as supplied (4/26). 

Program D contains 6 individual program points (6/24).  Program 

point 1/6 gives the brightness value of 0% at 07:30. See le�. Thus the light 

switches on at 07:30 because the following program point 2/6 schedules a 

brightness value of 80% at 09:00. (see table right!) 

The device dims (dims or brightens) the light evenly and linearly with respect 

to �me as the program runs from one program point to the next. In this case, 

the light is brightened from 0% to 80% within 90 minutes (07:30-09:00). The 

current program can be deleted, amended or added to with new points or a 

program. Each of the 26 programs (A-Z) can have a maximum of 24 points! 

Save yourself work and copy a complete program, which you can then either 

edit to suit your needs or use unchanged.

Example of a simple daily 
ligh�ng rou�ne: :
Time Output
08:00 0%
10:00 100%
20:00 100%
22:00 0%
Result:
The light switches on at 08:00
Sunrise from 08:00 to 10:00
From 10:00 to 20:00 100% output 
Sunset from 20:00 to 22:00
The light switches completely off 
at 22:00

0

0

100%

100%

24h

24h

SunRise Standard

SunRise Effect

The Assistant func�on allows you to quickly and easily create 

the daily ligh�ng rou�ne. All you have to specify are the 

�mes for sunrise (Start or Light on), Sunset (beginning of the 

dimming phase) and the dura�on of these phases. All the 

rest of the program points are automa�cally set for you. 

The assistant adds these points to exis�ng programs! The 

assistant offers two variants: Standard and Effect. 

"SunRise Effect" is par�cularly good at allowing effect colours 

such as morning reds (RED) to be introduced for short 

periods. "

SunRise Standard" on the other keeps the light of the sunrise 

(e.g. SUNSET) on at a high value over the whole day. See the 

graphs on the le�! You can also edit the program manually.

SunRiser 4+
LEDaquaristik.de

Program  D  6/24
1/ 6   07:30  0%

Programs    4/26
Program  D  6/24

Program D
New point

Program A
Copy

Program A
Assistant

Delete? D  07:30
Yes       =>  No

Hour?   D  07:30
07:30         0%

Hour?      Prg.D
09:00

Copy Program A..
to Program B

Assistant      A
SunRise Standard

Assistant      A
SunRise Effect

Sunrise        A
Hour: 08

Sunrise        A
Hour: 08

Sundawn        A
Hour: 20

Sundawn        A
Hour: 20

Sunrise/-set   A
In 120 Minuten

Sunrise/-set   A
In 120 minutes

Minute? D  07:30
07:30

Minute?    Prg.D
09:00

Brightness Prg.D
09:00       80%

Brightness    0%
07:30         0%

Program        A
Delete?

Delete?   Prg. A 
No           Yes

Monday     11:55
Programme



Suitable for maximum 60W (5A/12V) power per channel - total power channel 1-4 maximum 180W (15A/12V) . Double assignment per channel is possible, taking into account the 
maximum total and maximum connected load in total and per channel. Not compa�ble with an LED spli�er. The device must not be placed on or inside the aquarium cover!

The maintenance func�on is suitable for �mes when you are working on the aquarium, and full ligh�ng output is 

not necessary. The current light program is suspended manually and the dura�on set by the user. All 4 LED channels 

are ac�vated. LED off. Using this op�on, you can switch off the light for a specific period. The light program is 

suspended for this period and then con�nued. Suitable, e.g. for introducing new fish etc.

If the ligh�ng of the display malfunc�ons, the brightness can be adjusted or 

the complete display switched off when it is inac�ve.

A func�on test of individual LED channels can the very helpful. An output value between 0-1000

is entered. If the menu point is quit, the current light programme con�nues. 

Se�ngs. An important and crucial point: The se�ng of the current �me: 

day of the week, hours, minutes 

Maintenance func�on. Enter the light output (0-1000) that you wish to be provided during the 

maintenance func�on period. As with the func�on test, the brightness level is not a percentage 

value but a PWM or output value. Thus a value of 500 is not 50% brightness! 

Summer/winter daylight-saving �me The current �me can be put back or forward. 

Ini�al values are the output values of the LED(s) when the device was switched off. They apply if 

no program has been assigned to start or if individual channels are to be manually adjusted. 

Assign LED. Every channel or every LED (#1 to #4) is assigned a previously created program. More than one programme can be 

assigned: e.g. if you wish to have different ligh�ng scenarios on different days of the week.
In this example the programs ABCHHHH are assigned to LED #4. The sequence of le�ers ABCHHHH provides an 

overview of the week. Monday: A, Tuesday: B, Wednesday: C, the rest of the week (everyday): H

If no programme is assigned to a day of the week, then the ordinary day se�ng applies.

Pre-installed 
example program

07:30 08:00 09:00 10:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 22:30 Func�on

  Program A - LED #1 - 0% - 100% 100% - 0% - Daylight

  Program B - LED #2 - - 0% 100% 100% 0% - - Daylight

  Program C - LED #3 5% 0% - - - - 0% 10% Moonlight

  Program D - LED #4 0% - 80% 100% 80% 50% - 0% Sunrise /sunset

Info. This displays current informa�on about opera�ng �me, brightness and output values as well as the assigned weekly ligh�ng 

rou�ne for LED #1 to #4. You can also reset the device including the example program by double-clicking in the factory default se�ngs. 

Monday     11:55
Maintenance

Monday     11:55
Assign LED

Maintenance
for XXX minutes

Monday     11:55
Function test

Monday     11:55
Settings

Monday     11:55
Info

 Function test
LED #3       776

Settings
Set time

Weekday      Thu
Thursday

Maintenance
Power:      1000

Settings
Summertime

Settings
Maintenance

One hour...
.. forward

Function test #3
Power:      1000

Programs for...
LED #4   ABCHHHH

LED #4   ABCHHHH
Everyday       H

#4 Everyday    H
Program       H

Settings
Display

Brightness
100

Shutdown ..  
in XXX minutes

Monday     11:55
LED off

LED off
for XXX minutes

Settings
Initial value

 Initial value
LED #1         0



SunRiser 4+ Principle of opera�on

1. Create a program
A program is the �me sequence that controls brightness values at the 
set �mes. Example using the pre-installed program A, which 
comprises 4 points:

◄ The light switches on from 8 o'clock 
and slowly dims up to 100% within 2 
hours. From 10 to 20 o'clock the light 
shines constantly with 100%. From 8 
pm the light dims down again un�l it 
reaches 0% at 10 pm and thus 
switches off.

For example, to add a lunch break, the program is expanded to eight 
points as follows

◄ Now the light is dimmed to 0% 
within 15 minutes from 11:45 and 
remains switched off from 12 to 13:45. 
It then switches on again at 13:45, 
dims up within 15 minutes and 
reaches 100% again at 14:00.

It is important that a program is covered by "0% points", otherwise 
the light will never switch off completely. 
If in the example above the 1/8 point would be missing, the 
illumina�on would only be at 0% at exactly 22:00 o'clock, already one 
second later the brightness increases again un�l 100% is reached at 
10:00 o'clock.
Up to 26 separate programs (A-Z) can be created, each containing up 
to 24 points. These programs are then assigned to the LEDs and 
weekdays...

2. Assign LED
The SunRiser 4+ has 4 connectors on the rear side where up to 4 LEDs can be connected 
and controlled separately. In the factory se�ng 4 programs (A, B, C, D) are stored on the 
device, which are assigned to these channels LED #1 to LED #4. This means that channel 
LED #1 is assigned program A on all days of the week. LED #2 B, LED #3 C and the 
channel LED #4 the program D.
On page 60 of the opera�ng instruc�ons, the table shows the individual switching 
�mes, assignment, brightness and func�on of these programs in the daily schedule.
It is mandatory that a created program is assigned to one (or even several) LEDs, only 
then the program will be started. As soon as the assignment has been made, the 
program starts automa�cally according to the current �me.

Assignment of the pre-installed programs (factory se�ng):

For special ligh�ng �mes on LED #1 and LED #2 at the weekend, two new programs 
E and F are created and assigned as required:

On LED #1 to 3 the same light se�ngs should run daily, on LED #4 e.g. a moonlight 
should be operated with its own �me/program:

LED #1

LED #1

LED #1

LED #2

LED #2

LED #2

LED #4

LED #4

LED #4

LED #3

LED #3

LED #3

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA

AAAAAEE

BBBBBBB

AAAAAAA

BBBBBFF

DDDDDDD

CCCCCCC

DDDDDDD

CCCCCCC

AAAAAAA

CCCCCCC
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 1/4  08:00 Uhr   0%
 2/4  10:00 Uhr 100%
 3/4  20:00 Uhr 100%
 4/4  22:00 Uhr   0%

1/8  08:00 Uhr   0%
 2/8  10:00 Uhr 100%
 3/8  11:45 Uhr 100%
 4/8  12:00 Uhr   0%
 5/8  13:45 Uhr   0%
 6/8  14:00 Uhr 100%
 7/8  20:00 Uhr 100%
 8/8  22:00 Uhr   0%
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References & Partner

Bayrisches Landesamt für 
Umwelt

and many more...

Fisch und Fitz 
Aquariendesign
Isarmoosweg 49
DE-84130 Dingolfing

Aqua-Treff
Camesallee 15
DE-40670 Meerbusch

Barschkeller
Detmolder Str. 35
DE-33604 Bielefeld

Der Aquarienbauer
Andre Geschwill
Hans Böckler Str. 39a
DE-67454 Haßloch

isabi.de
Melanchthonstr. 10a
DE-14612 Falkensee
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Zoologisches Ins�tut 
der Universität Basel
www.salzburgerlab.org

In the AQUAHAUS-GAUS, all 21 show tanks 
from 160 to 300cm in length are illuminated with 
our LED systems.
Almost our entire product range can be seen, 
from eco+, PRO², aquaLUMix and FlexBeam 
LEDs to free-hanging lamp housings and the 
deLUX aquarium cover. So it's well worth a visit to 
what is probably the world's largest cichlid 
breeding facility!

Tipp:

Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre 
Funchal, Madeira
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With the SunRiser 8, you can control your LED aquarium ligh�ng according to your wishes. The device and its intui�ve so�ware interface support you with 
foolproof opera�on. Let the brightness rise slowly in the morning and create your own sunrise. Switch to intensive midday ligh�ng, or simulate a flight of clouds 
in the a�ernoon that temporarily reduces the light. Perhaps a short thunderstorm with flashing lightning effects? In the evening, let the day end with a gentle 
sunset, and at night, a subtle moonlight glow.
These are just a few of the possibili�es available to you. Depending on your needs and the light colours used, the system can be programmed accordingly and 
expanded at any �me. Opera�on and programming is very simple via your local network and can be carried out using a web browser and end devices such as 
smartphones, tablets, PCs, notebooks, etc. Programming knowledge is not required! Programming knowledge is not required!

Features
Ÿ Compa�ble with all our LED bars
Ÿ 8 separately and individually programmable channels, each max. 60W (double assignment up to maximum possible)
Ÿ Connec�on for op�onal temperature sensor.
Ÿ RJ45 connec�on for integra�on into the local network.
Ÿ Internal microSD for storage of configura�on and run�me data.
Ÿ Solid aluminium housing with minimal dimensions of only 124x119x26mm.

Func�on
Ÿ Separately adjustable daily schedules with any number of �me windows, per channel.
Ÿ Each day of the week can be programmed separately and individually if required!
Ÿ SmartControl - for an op�mal life�me of the LEDs, they are never controlled with maximum voltage.
Ÿ SunRiser algorithm - for an absolutely smooth and jerk-free dimming curve
Ÿ Configura�on and control via modern, pleasant web interface, op�mised for all end devices such as tablet, smartphone or PC
Ÿ Clear, graphical and intui�ve German user interface.
Ÿ Simple crea�on of day and weather simula�on with sunrise, sunset, moon phases, rain, clouds, thunderstorms and lightning!
Ÿ Online help, always up-to-date and in German
Ÿ Update via internet (op�onal, the device does not force you to update).
Ÿ Automa�c integra�on into any IPv4 network with DHCP.
Ÿ Automa�c clock synchronisa�on via Internet using NTP.
Ÿ Open source so�ware, customer extensions possible, con�nuous further development with customer feedback.

Firmware updates with extensions and improvements appear regularly and free of charge!

The premium light control for beginners and professionals!
An in-house development made in Germany!

Test it now!   h�p://srdemo.ledaquaris�k.com
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SunRiser 8 - Start-up

Suitable for maximum 60W (5A/12V) power per 
channel - total power channel 1-8 maximum 
240W (20A/12V) Double assignment per channel 
is possible taking into account the maximum 

connected load in total and per channel. Not compa�ble 
with an LED spli�er. The device must not be placed on or 
inside the aquarium cover!

Quick start / ini�al configura�on
All configura�on of the SunRiser is done via the web interface, where you will also find much more informa�on on how to use your SunRiser. Therefore, this Quick 
Start only deals with ge�ng you into the Web Interface.
For the ini�al configura�on, connect the SunRiser to your local router, you can then configure it via PC/MAC, smartphone or tablet.
You can then use the device with the created configura�on without a network connec�on. An ac�ve internet connec�on is only necessary for firmware updates or 
future cloud func�ons.  Please make sure to create a backup of the configura�on so that you can restore it if necessary. There is a lot more informa�on about backups 
in the web interface.

Connec�ng to the network
Connect the SunRiser to your router using the enclosed network cable. Also connect the LED power supply to the yellow connector of the SunRiser. The LEDs do not 
need to be connected to be able to configure them! A�er you have connected the network and power supply, wait a short �me and then simply go to the SunRiser 
Finder website with your computer or mobile device connected to the same network: h�p://sunriser.ledaquaris�k.de/.    
Please use an up-to-date browser to set up and configure the SunRiser 8, e.g. FireFox.
As soon as the SunRiser has received an address in your network, you should see a short informa�on that a SunRiser has been found, but this will redirect you to your 
SunRiser directly a�er 10 seconds. If this is not the case, there will be more informa�on on the web page about what you can do to remedy the situa�on. The best 
thing to do is to press the reset bu�on on the front of the device and wait at least one minute. Alterna�vely, you can also (if your browser and router allow the 
necessary func�ons) access your device via:
h�p://sunriser/ or h�p://sunriser.local/ to access your device. 
Please note that the SunRiser only reports to the SunRiser Finder server during start-up and therefore requires a func�oning Internet connec�on at that moment 
so that this func�on (SunRiser Finder) can be used.

  +-



Info:
The SunRiser 8 only requires a local network connec�on for access (setup, programme change).
An internet connec�on is only necessary for upda�ng the firmware. The actual opera�on at the aquarium can take place offline.
The opera�ng so�ware and all se�ngs are located locally on the SunRiser 8.

Data protec�on no�ce for the SunRiser Finder
The informa�on that the SunRiser transmits from your network to the SunRiser Finder server is only stored in vola�le memory on our server and can only be 
accessed from the same internet address that supplied it. The func�on can be turned off via the expert se�ngs under the system se�ngs. The informa�on 
transferred is the local IP address of the SunRiser, the hardware Mac address and firmware informa�on.

Web Browser Requirements
The en�re web interface and the corresponding cloud func�ons were designed for modern web browser versions and only work there. Old web browsers on old 
smartphones that are no longer being updated will not work. If you have problems with your browser, please update it to the latest version first before 
contac�ng us. We are developing directly on the Chrome browser, so if in doubt, please install exactly this browser, as it is the only one we can best guarantee 
func�onality. Although we have done everything necessary to allow Safari users access to the web interface, there are some older Apple devices that cannot be 
upgraded to the required Safari version, so please try to install the Chrome browser here, which is also available for Apple devices.

Renew Firmware
Please check the web interface directly for a new firmware, the func�on for this can be found behind the cogwheel in the menu or on the start page. 

Factory Reset / Factory Condi�on
If you do not receive any reac�on from your SunRiser a�er a firmware renewal, or if a last configura�on change led to the fact that you cannot reach the SunRiser 
any more, then you can carry out a so-called factory reset. This will restore the SunRiser to factory se�ngs and move the configura�on to an alterna�ve 
directory, which can then be downloaded using the backup func�ons. To perform a factory reset, briefly press the "Reset" bu�on in the first 4 seconds a�er the 
SunRiser is connected to power and then wait a short �me (less than 1 minute) un�l the factory state is restored.

Direct connec�on (without router)
If you need to connect directly to the SunRiser, this is also possible. If the SunRiser is unable to obtain an IP address in the first 2-3 minutes, it will automa�cally be 
set to IP address 192.168.0.2. To access this you will need to set your network se�ngs for the connected device to the following values: IP Address: 192.168.0.1 
Subnet Netmask: 255.255.255.0.
All other se�ngs such as DNS and Default Gateway are completely irrelevant. A�er that you can connect to the SunRiser from your device using the following 
address: h�p://192.168.0.2/.
Please press the reset bu�on if you do not get a direct connec�on a�er 10 minutes.
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SunRiser 8 Troubleshoo�ng
If the SunRiser restarts sporadically, does not save se�ngs, ac�vates the LEDs 
unscheduled or does not load the web interface completely, there may be a defect 
(write/read error) on the SD card of the SunRiser. 
In spite of several func�on tests by us before shipment, such an error of the microSD card 
can unfortunately not be avoided completely. O�en this problem can be solved with our 
factory tool. The internal SD card of the Suniser 8 is reforma�ed, the current firmware is 
installed and then your configura�on is reloaded into the fresh system. If there are 
problems loading and restoring your configura�on - please dispense with this point, repeat 
the process and select "no". A�er the restart, you can import your personal backup file in 
the usual way.
Let's go, open this link and follow the instruc�ons/op�ons.
h�p://sunriser.ledaquaris�k.de/factory.html

The SunRiser is not found in the network or the connec�on breaks down. 
Incorrect router se�ngs or incompa�ble network devices may be a cause.
Possible solu�ons:
Connect the SunRiser directly to the router without using repeaters or PowerLAN adapters 
if necessary.
Use the SunRiser Finder to establish a connec�on: h�p://sunriser.ledaquaris�k.de/
Important: Please use the Google Chrome browser. Do not use Microso� Internet Explorer, 
as it is incompa�ble.
Please also check the following points:
1. if a GBit switch is used, it must also accept 10/100Mbit devices.
2. DHCP should be ac�vated in your router. 3.
3. the SunRiser must not be blocked by the router's MAC address filter or firewall.
Turn off the Eco or power saving mode of the router. 5.
If necessary, disconnect other network devices as a test.

FAQ
You can find the most frequently asked ques�ons and help with other problems online at:
h�p://srdemo.ledaquaris�k.de/faq.html
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Temperature sensor for SunRiser 8
For temperature monitoring, the sensor returns the temperature value of water and/or air in °C to the SunRiser 8. The SunRiser 8 can then influence the output 
channels 1-8 according to the se�ngs made in the web interface. For example, the heat recovery mini pump is switched on or off, the light is dimmed or an email 
is sent when the water temperature reaches a cri�cal value. In order to be able to monitor different areas, such as air and water or water inlet and outlet, it is also 
possible to connect 2 sensors by means of a Y-cable.

Possible func�ons based on the temperature value
Ÿ Switch off channel
Ÿ Dim channel down to preset value
Ÿ Dim channel up to preset value
Ÿ Switch channel on
Ÿ Execu�on only in certain months, e.g. summer
Ÿ Alarm e-mail when cri�cal temperature is reached
Ÿ Regular status e-mail

Scope of delivery:
1x waterproof temperature sensor for fresh and seawater in black, 
incl. 200cm cable and plug 

Connec�on: 
Connec�on to "1-Wire" or "Sensor" port of the SunRiser 8 (front). 
Please disconnect the SunRiser 8 from the power supply before connec�ng!
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Y-Cabel
The Y-cable is used for double assignment of a channel of the SunRiser 8, SunRiser 
4+,SunRiser 2+ or DIMIX 6, 
taking into account the maximum connected load per channel!  (See opera�ng 
instruc�ons / technical data light control)
For the SunRiser 8, it can also be used to connect a second temperature sensor to "1-
Wire".

Scope of delivery:

1x 30cm Y-cable (2x socket + plug, 1x open wire)

Flexible wall mount for ligh�ng controls
The 3M Dual Lock Velcro Pads are a very high quality, self-adhesive, Velcro, flexible 
pressure fastener for easy and re-releasable connec�ng or fastening. Perfect for 
a�aching our ligh�ng fixtures to the wall or ceiling of the aquarium cabinet. Without 
drilling! S�ck, a�ach, done! Remove again if necessary!

Ÿ Diameter : 48mm 
Ÿ Quan�ty : 2 (1 set)
Ÿ Colour: black

Important: The surface must be cleaned thoroughly and free of grease before 
applica�on.
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WLAN extension for SunRiser 8
No network access nearby? Here is the WLAN solu�on!

Se�ng up the WLAN extension is child's play: To connect the WLAN adapter to the router, first press the WPS bu�on on the router followed by the WPS bu�on 
(RE) on the repeater. That's it! Then you can plug the adapter into any socket within the WLAN range without having to make any further se�ngs. The SunRiser 8 
is now accessible in your network!

The intelligent signal lights show the current signal strength received by the WLAN adapter. This allows you to easily find the best opera�ng loca�on. For op�mal 
signal strength, it is recommended to place the repeater in a loca�on where 3-4 LEDs are lit.

With the Tether app, you can easily manage your WLAN adapter from any iOS or Android device.

Features
Ÿ WLAN expansion at the touch of a bu�on
Ÿ Up to 300 Mbps WLAN speed
Ÿ One LAN port for integra�ng the wired SunRiser 8 with a WLAN
Ÿ Miniature design to plug into the wall socket
Ÿ Prac�cal signal strength indicator helps with op�mal placement
Ÿ Compa�ble with all 802.11b/g/n WLAN routers

Technical data
Ÿ Plug: EU
Ÿ Interface: 10/100Mbit/s RJ45 Ethernet port
Ÿ Bu�ons: WPS (RE), reset
Ÿ WLAN standards: IEEE802.11n, IEEE802.11g, IEEE802.11b
Ÿ Dimensions (W*D*H): 110mm*65,8mm*75,2mm
Ÿ Antennas: 2 internal
Ÿ Frequency: 2.4..2.4835GHz
Ÿ WLAN security: WEP with 64, 128 and 152 bit, WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK
Ÿ Power consump�on: 3W
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Func�ons SunRiser 2+ SunRiser 2XL SunRiser 4+ SunRiser 8 SIMU-LUX
Max. Brightness freely selectable X X X X X

Dura�on of dimming phase freely selectable X X X X X

Sunrise and sunset X X X X X

Moonlight possible X X X X X

Natural phases of the moon X

Interrup�on or change in the daily rou�ne (e.g. lunch break) X X X

Weekdays individually programmable X X X²

Maintenance func�on (full power for work on the aquarium) X X X X

Weather effects sta�c (cloudy, rainy day) X X X

Thunderstorm simula�on, lightning X

Automa�c dynamic effects (e.g. flying clouds, lightning, thunderstorms) X

Individually programmable channels 2 2 4 8 5

Characteris�cs

Networkable X

Programming directly on the device X X X

Programming with Windows PC X X³

Programming and control via web browser, all opera�ng systems X

Interface, connec�on possibility LAN USB

Automa�c clock synchronisa�on via the Internet X

Regular so�ware updates X

So�ware language EN EN EN DE EN

Opera�ng instruc�ons EN EN EN EN EN

Saving the se�ngs and �me in the event of a power interrup�on X X X X X

Open source so�ware = customer extensions possible X

Output

Maximum total power LED 12VDC 120W (10A) 240W (20A) 180W (15A) 240W (20A) 240W (20A)

Maximum power per channel 12VDC 60W (5A) 120W (10A) 60W (5A) 60W (5A) 48W (4A)

Op�ons

Temperature sensor X

External WLAN adapter X

Power expandable through High-Power Solu�on (see page 99) X X

Overview: Our ligh�ng controls in comparison
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High-Power-Solu�on for SunRiser
With the High-Power-Solu�on, a specially configured and dimmable LED power supply unit is used on an output channel of the SunRiser ligh�ng control system. 
This so-called master/slave opera�on enables a connected load of up to 192W (-10%) per channel on a SunRiser!
Func�onal descrip�on:
In the standard applica�on, a SunRiser draws power from an LED switching power supply and sends it to the LEDs via its output channels. Thus, the maximum 
possible number of LED bars to be connected is limited by the maximum power of the power supply unit, or by the maximum connected load of the control unit 
and the individual channel.  In the example of the SunRiser 8, this means a maximum of 240W/12V. For extensive projects, the limit of feasibility is quickly 
reached and a second or third system must be used.  
High-Power-Solu�on: The master/slave solu�on described below offers a considerable increase in performance. One of our "standard" LED switching power 
supplies of any power serves as the master. The 35W model is already sufficient, and only supplies power to the ligh�ng control system itself. As slaves, specially 
configured LED power supplies are connected to the output(s) of the ligh�ng control system. These are available with a connected load of either 120W or 192W 
(minus 10% reserve). A single SunRiser 8 can thus control a maximum of 8x 192W/12V (-10%), which would correspond, for example, to approx. 48 eco+ LED 
bars of 100cm each. Even 8x aquaLUMix 144cm on one SunRiser 8 can be realised in this way.
In addi�on, the slave power supply units can be set up decentrally for ligh�ng control. This means that only the control cable needs to be extended and the 
cables of the LEDs can be kept short. This neither impairs the efficiency of the LEDs nor increases their suscep�bility to interference due to extreme cable 
lengths. To connect several LED bars to one power supply unit, you will find the LED spli�er in our shop. Of course, all LEDs connected to a slave power supply 
unit are dimmed/controlled together.

Adapter

Adapter

Adapter

LED
Spli�er

LED
Spli�er

LED
LED

LED
LED

LED

LED

LED

LED

LED
LED

LED
LED

Dimmable LED power 
supply (Slave)

Dimmable LED power 
supply (Slave)

LED power supply
(Master)

SunRiser

230V

230V

230V

230V

powerBEAM

Mains
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High-Power-Solu�on
Please note:
The power supply unit may only be used with 
the supplied adapter plug on the SunRiser 4+, 
SunRiser 8 or DIMIX6.
The power supply units should be operated 
with LEDs that require at least 60% of the 
max. connected load.
The dimming func�on of the power supply 
units cannot technically implement the 1-10% 
dimming range. A very weak glow of the LEDs, 
as allowed by the SunRiser in normal 
opera�on, is not possible here. For this 
minimum range, an LED bar connected 
directly to the ligh�ng control system should 
be used.

Compa�ble with: SunRiser 4+, SunRiser 8, 
DIMIX 6
Scope of delivery: 1x power supply unit 
inc lud ing  connec�on adapter  to  an 
output/channel of the products listed above.

The switch-on point
Using the High Power Solu�on or powerBEAM with the SunRiser 4+ and 8
The lower or fine dimming range between 1-10% is technically not possible with the High-Power-Solu�on or the main channel of the powerBEAM. 
However, to ensure that the light switches on at 1% according to the programming and not only with a �me delay from an undefined range >10%, the 
SunRiser 4 and 8 controllers offer the op�on of se�ng the "switch-on point" individually in their se�ngs. The switch-on point is used to determine the 
lowest possible PWM value at which the connected LED (powerBEAM / High-Power-Solu�on) switches on. This value is then saved and from now on 
processed as the lowest (1%) se�ng when the light is switched on.If several channels are used with powerBEAM or High-Power-Solu�on, the switch-on 
value must be set individually in each case.
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The powerBEAM LED luminaires are ideal for open or transparently 
covered aquariums/terrariums with a high light requirement. With a 
system power of 125W or 240W, the special features of these luminaires 
are the light colours that are specially matched to their intended use. You 
can choose between AMAZON-GROW for demanding plan�ng, AFRICAN-
SUN for moderately to non-planted habitats and SEAWATER for marine 
aquariums are available. In addi�on, the powerBEAM LED luminaires are 
dual-channel dimmable and therefore very suitable for day simula�on and 
light control. The main light with 100W or 200W power can be used for 
sunrise and sunset simula�on and provides outstanding brightness and 
colour rendering during the day. In the evening and at night, the separately 
dimmable moonlight (inner LED circle) with a maximum of 25W or 40W 
power provides a very special blue effect.
The powerBEAM is a pendant luminaire and is mounted on the ceiling with 
a wire suspension. The op�onal reflector restricts the beam angle of the 
luminaire from 110° to 90° if required, also deflects stray light downwards 
and serves as an an�-glare shield at the same �me. The die-cast aluminium 
heat sink has excellent thermal conduc�vity, so the powerBEAM does not 
require ac�ve fans for cooling and is therefore absolutely silent.

Dimmability
Ÿ Main light, via enclosed adapter to DIMIX6, SunRiser 4+ and SunRiser 

8, dimming range 10-100%, <10%=off.  See "Switch-on point" on page 
96. Not compa�ble with SunRiser 2.

Ÿ Moonlight, directly via a dimmer or light control from our range and 
separate 12VDC power supply unit, dimming range 0-100%.

Passive cooling

System power 125W or 240W

Integrated dimmable 
power supply unit

powerBEAM - The dimmable LED 
pendant luminaire for large installa�ons.



AFRICAN-SUN AMAZON-GROW SEAWATER

90° Reflector

Moon light
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Ÿ Main light with its own integrated and dimmable MeanWell power supply. Control cable 250cm open wire, as well as 250cm cable for mains 
connec�on to 230V with Schuko plug, connec�on according to the principle of the SunRiser-High-Power-Solu�on (see page 83).

Ÿ (Power supply unit and adapter are already included with the powerBEAM!)
Ÿ A�en�on: The main light may only be used with the supplied adapter plug on the SunRiser or DIMIX6.
Ÿ Moonlight with 250cm connec�on cable to 12VDC, power supply is thus via the switching power supply unit of the light control.
Ÿ Use with SunRiser 4+ and 8, see page 96.

powerBEAM - Connec�on
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Scope of delivery
Ÿ powerBEAM light
Ÿ Steel cable 150cm for suspension with safety carabiner and height-

adjustable ceiling fixture
Ÿ Adapter for connec�ng the main light to a ligh�ng control system, 

see connec�on plan

Features
Ÿ Colour rendering index: up to 86 Ra (CRI)
Ÿ Voltage: main light 230V, moonlight 12V DC (direct voltage)
Ÿ LED chip life: ~50,000 hrs.
Ÿ Light source can be replaced by qualified personnel
Ÿ Ambient temperatures: -30°C to +50°C, 10% to 90% RH.
Ÿ Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000
Ÿ Connec�ons to further accessories according to the scope of order
Ÿ Protec�on class: IP65 not suitable for underwater use!

Version
Hauptlicht Moon  light

LEDs total Lumen Output/consump�on Efficiency PAR at 30cm LEDs total Lumen Output/consump�on Efficiency

125 165 pcs 17.321 lm 102 W = 102 kWh/1000h 170 lm/W 670  µmol/m²s 20 pcs 701 lm 24 W = 24 kWh/1000h 30 lm/W

240 322 pcs 33.330 lm 203 W = 203 kWh/1000h 165 lm/W 1184  µmol/m²s 40 pcs 1.307 lm 41 W = 41 kWh/1000h 32 lm/W

Version
Main  light Moon  light

Ø RED 730nm RED 660nm GROW 3500K 4500K 5500K 6500K 11000K 13000K UV 380nm UV 410nm BLUE 450nm 13000K BLUE 450nm

AMAZON-GROW 5500K 2% 8% 15% 15% 15% 10% 35% / / / / / 20% 80%

AFRICAN-SUN 7500 K 2% 8% / / / 15% 30% 30% 15% / / / 20% 80%

SEAWATER >20.000K / 2% / / / / / / 44% 5% 5% 44% 10% 90%

Light composi�on

powerBEAM - Details

Technical data based on the AMAZON-GROW

T h i s  l i g h t  s o u r c e  i s 
intended exclusively for 
aquaris�cs, terraris�cs 
and plant breeding and 

must not be used for other 
p urposes!
Photosynthe�c efficiency >1.2 μmol/J 
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LED-Strahler Ersatz für HQL
Ÿ Equipped with ultra-bright power LEDs.

Ÿ Suitable for all aquariums such as perch, Malawi, discus and 
community aquariums, or also for more heavily planted Amazon and 
marine aquariums. Ideal for nano and also large, open or glass-covered 
aquariums. 

Ÿ Also suitable for terraris�c projects and easy to use thanks to the 
standard E27 lamp socket.

Ÿ These LEDs emit focused light, which increases efficiency and 
minimises light loss.

Ÿ The result is a completely new depth effect and the combina�on of 
water movement and LED light creates a beau�ful curling effect on the 
bo�om, i.e. the light ripple effect as in nature.

You don't need a ballast, just an ordinary lampshade with an E27 base.

easyBEAM
Equipped with 12 ultra-bright CREE LEDs.

Choose from 3 different light colours:

PlantMix - The PlantMix light colour consists of a combina�on of 6x 
6500K XPE, 4x 5000K XPE, 1x RED XTE, 1x BLUE XTE LEDs. Ideally suited 
for planted freshwater aquariums or any terrarium.

DayLight - The light colour DayLight produces a pleasant clear white light 
with 12x 6500K XPE LEDs, neutral like daylight.

DeepBlue - with Bridgelux LEDs. The DeepBlue light colour provides a 
deep blue light with 8x BLUE, 3x 12000K, 1x RED LEDs, whereby the 
12000K LEDs s�ll provide a propor�onate basic brightness, e.g. for 
saltwater aquariums or to achieve a special depth effect.

PlantMix                                         Daylight                                        DeepBlue
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Technical data easyBEAM (based on the PlantMix light colour)

Ÿ Dimensions: d=122mm, h=127mm

Ÿ Equipped with: 12x CREE LEDs

Ÿ Luminous flux 2830 lm

Ÿ Efficiency approx. 146 lm/W

Ÿ Dimmable: NO

Ÿ Base: E27

Ÿ Beam angle: 90

Ÿ Power: ~18 W

Ÿ Weighted energy consump�on: 18 kWh/1000h

Ÿ Voltage: 230V

Ÿ Life�me: > 50,000 hours

Ÿ Light source can be replaced by qualified personnel

Ÿ Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000

Ÿ Switch-on �me: <0.5s

An easyBEAM cools itself independently via the ambient air. Make sure that the lamp can dissipate the heat generated unhindered. If the lamp is used in a housing that is 

too narrow or too closed, there is a risk of premature failure due to excessive opera�ng temperature.

CREE LEDs

Passive cooling
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flexBEAM
FLEXIBLE: Configure your individual flexBEAM spotlight!
flexBEAM can be used e.g. as HQL replacement or pendant luminaire with steel 
cable suspension.

1. light colour
There is a choice of 6 different light colours for a wide range of applica�ons:
If the focus is on plan�ng: PLANT-MIX and AMAZON-GROW
For cichlids and community aquariums: DAY and AFRICAN-SUN
As well as SEAWATER and REEF for marine applica�ons

2. power
For each light colour, there is a choice of approx. 40W and a version with approx. 
75W system power.

3. beam angle
Three solid and easily replaceable glass lenses offer a choice of beam angles of 
60° or 90°. As an alterna�ve to the glass lens, a polycarbonate cover is available. 
This results in a 120° beam angle. In addi�on, the illumina�on depends on the 
height of the spotlight above the ground.

4. installa�on
Ÿ E27 base only: This allows the flexBEAM spotlight to be used with conven�onal 

lampshades with E27 sockets. 
 Important: No ballast may be used!
Ÿ E27 base plus suspension: High-quality unobtrusive metal moun�ng set to 

install the flexBeam spotlight above the aquarium: E27 lamp socket to hold the 
flexBEAM spotlight, sturdy fabric cable and in braided design (200cm), ceiling 
a�achment (for 230V direct connec�on).

5. reflector
Depending on the applica�on, it is possible to use a reflector screen. 
This addi�onally reduces sca�ering losses and directs the light downwards.
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Suspension with E27

Power
40 or 75W

Light colour 
     selectable

Beam angle selectable

Reflector screen
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flexBEAM

                                 AFRICAN-SUN                                                                       SEAWATER

AMAZON-GROW                                                                  PLANT MIX       



Technical data flexBEAM LED spotlight (based on light colour DAY 6000K, 75)
Ÿ Dimensions: d=120mm, h=219mm
Ÿ Weight approx. 840g
Ÿ Diameter reflector 33cm
Ÿ Dimmable: NO
Ÿ Base: E27
Ÿ Beam angle: 60°, 90° or 120° by changeable lens
Ÿ Light colour 6000K or according to choice
Ÿ Luminous flux up to approx. 11.000 lm at 76W system output
Ÿ Power according to selec�on
Ÿ LED efficiency: approx. 185 lm/W
Ÿ PAR/PPFD at 30cm: 675 µmol/m²s
Ÿ Efficiency of power supply unit: approx. 93%
Ÿ Weighted energy consump�on: 76 kWh/1000h
Ÿ Voltage: 230V
Ÿ Service life: > 50,000 hours
Ÿ Light source can be replaced by qualified personnel
Ÿ Switching cycles un�l premature failure: approx. 100,000
Ÿ Switch-on �me: 0.5s
Ÿ Opera�ng noise of fan: 14.5 dBA

Further data and diagrams on the light spectrum are available in the product descrip�on under ("Data sheet 
& key figures") of the respec�ve variant.
*The light measurement of the product was carried out according to the scope of delivery in a dry environment 
at 100% output. The use of focusing lenses, protec�ve covers or reflectors may lead to devia�ng results. In 
addi�on, slight devia�ons from the test sample may occur due to the batch. PPFD - Photosynthe�c Photon Flux 
Density. PAR - Photosynthe�cally ac�ve radia�on. PPE - Photosynthe�c photon flux per wa� of electrical 
energy. 
FURTHER DESCRIPTION
The spotlights have an ac�ve-passive cooling system: the patented aluminium heat sink provides the 
necessary heat dissipa�on passively, while a quiet magne�c fan cools ac�vely. The fan as well as the integrated 

and highly efficient power supply unit can be easily replaced if necessary. 
A radiator that is housed too �ghtly will lead to insufficient cooling and overhea�ng, resul�ng in a 
shortened service life. A very dusty environment can also lead to a shortened service life.
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flexBEAM

120°

With reflector

Beam angle:

90°60°
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Services

Pre-assembly

This ensures the quickest possible start with your 
new ligh�ng!

Depending on the service selec�on, our scope of 
services includes, if your order includes these 
items:
Ÿ Installa�on of the LED bar(s) in the lamp 

housing or adapter profile
Ÿ Installa�on of cable extensions, the ordered 

quan�ty and length will be distributed evenly 
to all LED bars of the order scope.

Ÿ Installa�on of screw terminals for connec�ng 
the LED ligh�ng to dimmers and ligh�ng 
controls such as SunRiser 2, 4, 8 or DIMIX6

Ÿ Connec�ng the LED bars to the LED spli�er 
and power supply unit

Ÿ Moun�ng CleanCover on the LED bars

Ab 9,99 €

Programming

Do you want the ligh�ng control system to be ready to 
go straight away? And exactly according to your ideas?
Then the "Programming service" is just the thing for 
you!

Depending on the selec�on and device in your order, we 
program the ligh�ng control system with a
Ÿ Day�me planning (Mon-Sun same sequence plus 

�me and brightness) or
Ÿ weekly planning (possibility of crea�ng different 

sequences Mon-Sun, e.g. a later switch-off �me at 
the weekend).

You can either send us detailed specifica�ons for your 
desired programming, or
we will programme the device according to our 
experience and your other orders with what we consider 
to be the op�mum ligh�ng programme.

Ab 4,99 €

Order check

You are unsure whether the selected 
products are compa�ble with each 
other or whether something important 
has been forgo�en?

We will be happy to take a close look at 
your order before dispatch and check 
whether all the items required for 
opera�on are present.
Should something be inconsistent 
we will contact you!

0,00 €
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Our range is very large indeed! This allows our customers to have a very 
individual as well as perfect ligh�ng.
The selec�on, online via the website, can therefore understandably also 
appear difficult to you.
So why not take advantage of our service and test LEDs, light colours, 
fixtures, controls, etc. in the comfort of your own home to make the best 
purchase decision for you!

Availability
Only within Germany!
The number of our sample cases is limited. If the desired case is not currently 
available, please be pa�ent. We will be happy to inform you immediately by 
email when the case is available again. To do so, please use the "No�fy me 
when available" func�on, which you will find in the respec�ve product 
descrip�on directly above the price informa�on.

Prices and rules
Price: 14,99 € (packing, shipping & return by DHL)
Deposit: 250,00 € (will be refunded a�er return!)
Loan period: maximum 7 days. (On the 7th day a�er receipt, the case must be 
returned to a DHL branch with the enclosed return label. If the period is 
exceeded, €10.00 will be charged for each day exceeded and retained from 
the deposit amount)!
We send you high quality goods and expect you to handle them accordingly. 
Missing or damaged samples will be charged. 
Thank you for your understanding and have fun trying them out!

LED sample case 
Decision support - home loan
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Shipping costs to 
EU countries from 15,95€

Shopping basket discount
2% from € 222 
3% from € 333
4% from € 444
5% from € 555
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Special discount promo�ons may invalidate the above regula�on.
All prices incl. 19% VAT plus shipping. 

*Subject to change - prices of the WebShop are valid.
The statutory rights of liability for defects according to German law apply.

For price informa�on 
please visit our shops:

www.ledaquaris�k.de
www.ledterraris�k.de

We would be pleased 
to prepare a Personal offer

h�p://quota�on.ledaquaris�k.com



Tobias H.: Hi, I installed the 
lamps this evening. A really easy 
process, push the LEDs in, clamp, 
plug-in and WOW! As different as 
night and day – as they say... In 
next to no time, my plants had 
tiny bubbles – something I have 
not seen since my old 360 tank 
with HG lamps. *Happy* I'm really 
pleased that I didn't buy new 
fluorescent tubes but treated 
myself to two 47cm PRO²s and a 
20cm GROWx5 instead. I can't wait 
to see how things go with the 
tank temperature: I've already 
turned down the heater. True – 
the tank cools down at night 
because the LEDs are on only 
during the day; but in nature 
there is also no heat at night. 
^^

Customer opinions

J. Honring.: Dear Team, I ordered 
the standard kit for my Juwel 
Vision 450 a long time ago – I'd 
say April 2016 – and now, because 
everything was manufactured 
carefully by hand, the tank is 
finally complete. Installing the 
lights was really easy – even for 
me – and I can definitely 
recommend their lighting effect. 
Thank you!

A. Flemmer.: I just wanted to say 
a sincere thank you for your good 
advice and great products. I set 
up a 1400 litre tank with 
dimensions 200x100x70 ... This 
tank is illuminated by 3 eco+ DAY 
bars, 80cm in length placed 
transversely... The result is 
spectacular... So bright that I 
have to dim them... Incredible! 
1400 litres and lit with 3 eco 
bars – I would never have thought 
it possible... Thank you for 
everything, until the next 
time...

Matthias H.: Thanks very much for 
the super LEDs. Very quick 
delivery and top-class service! I 
had wanted to switch to LED for 
some time, but it was much too 
expensive for me until I hit on 
your website :) where I found 
top-quality at super prices! The 
difference in the colour of the 
fish compared with before is truly 
amazing!! I have 2x 50cm SUNSET 
and 2x 80cm SKY bars controlled 
with SIMU-LUX! It's awesome!!

Christian A.: I run a 100x40x50 
aquarium with one 80cm SKY LED 
and even that is dimmed to 75%. 
Because the tank was planted only 
with Cryptocorine, Anubias and 
mosses, the new lighting 
intensity needed to be rather 
low. But even with these plants, 
you can design a fantastic 
aquarium. My experiment to design 
a weakly lit aquarium has finally 
come to an end and, most notably, 
there is absolutely no algae 
growth. These LED bars work like 
a dream.

Gert G.: I would just like to 

express my thanks for the expert 

advice! My tank looks a winner 

and I am very satisfied with the 

lighting system: Good quality, 

easy to install and I've even 

mastered programming the 

SunRiser :-)

Thomas W.: I've had the GROWx5 

working for a good week now! 

Awesome! I had no idea how 

extraordinarily beautiful the 

light would be. And the plants 

are assimilating like mad! I have 

an 80cm bar in use with an eco+ 

DAY I already had... I intend to 

put something together for my 

Juwel Vio 40 now... I'm amazed!

More customers' opinions with extensive descrip-
�ons and customer photographs can be found 
h�p://customer-reviews.ledaquaris�k.com
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More customer photographs, descrip�ons and customers' opinions 

h�p://customer-reviews.ledaquaris�k.com
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Show tank Malawi Predator Bay 2020
2200 litres 302x86x84cm with deLUX cover �tanium grey
aquaLUMix AFRICAN-SUN 74cm & 34 cm per SunRiser 8

Further informa�on under:
h�ps://www.einrichtungsbeispiele.de/42963.html



Have fun with your 
new ligh�ng, 
from LEDaquaris�k

Schierbusch 2 - 33161 Hövelhof - Germany
WEEE-Reg.-Nr.: DE25420047 - Ba�G DE74524241
Registro Produ�ori AEE n° IT17090000010023
Registro Produ�ori Pile e Accumulatori n° IT17090P00004580

LEDaquaris�k GmbH

All prices incl. VAT! While stocks last! Errors and omissions excepted. Illustra�ons may differ from the original.

LEDaquaris�k GmbH

Support - Contakt

 +49 (0) 171 807 84 81 Email: support@ledaquaris�k.de

Fon: +49 (0) 5257 93 666 50 Live Chat: www.ledaquaris�k.de

Fax: +49 (0) 5257 93 666 51 www.facebook.com/LEDaquaris�k.de
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